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The only thing growing faster than
citizen data is the need to secure it.
Understanding why government agencies need to secure big data is the
easy part; cyber security attacks are escalating every year – putting citizen
data at an increased risk. What’s not always clear is whom government
agencies can trust to help make securing and monitoring big data simple
and efﬁcient. At AT&T, we have over 1,500 security experts dedicated to
helping government agencies increase big data security without exhausting
resources. The experience we’ve gained while protecting over 19 PetaBytes
of our own network data every business day is what makes us uniquely qualiﬁed
to help government agencies secure more – with less.
Learn how AT&T is securing the future of communications at att.com/securebigdata
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introduction

A Balancing Act for Public CIOs
Innovate, but don’t forget the basics.

to talk about how they’ve tipped the
balance in favor of innovation, and
their experiences hold lessons for
others coping with the challenge.
Adel Ebeid, who is both CIO and
chief innovation officer of Philadelphia,
recommends reducing your operational footprint by moving to the
cloud. “Don’t rush into it, but have a
cloud-first strategy,” he said. “Look

ince the inception of Public CIO,
we’ve tracked and sometimes
debated the evolution of CIOs in
government. Lately we’ve focused on the
tension between operations and innovation. In other words, is the CIO’s job to
keep critical systems up and running,
or is it to seek out game-changing
new technologies and techniques?
The answer, of course, is usually
both. Although some jurisdictions
have created chief innovation officer
positions, most public CIOs need to
balance the operations and innovation sides of their jobs. A survey of
state CIOs at the NASCIO Annual
Conference in October in Philadelphia
shows how hard that balancing act is.
A third of respondents said they spend
up to 90 percent of their time simply
keeping the lights on. More than 40
percent said they spend as much as 75
percent of their time on such tasks. On
the other hand, half of respondents said
they spend a quarter of their time or less
on innovation, and almost 30 percent said
they spend just 5 percent or less of their
time on innovation-related activities.
That’s a real problem for public
CIOs, given the growing demand for
innovation from the nation’s mayors
and governors — not to mention
from citizens and businesses.
A couple of the nation’s savviest
public CIOs — both from local government — were on hand at the meeting

S

reason shouldn’t be that the CIO doesn’t
support innovation,” Oates said.
What makes this issue so tricky is that
you still need to do both sides of the job
well. Public CIOs may need to tip the
balance toward innovation, but they can’t
afford to ignore the basics. In fact, both
Oates and Ebeid noted that your success
with managing operations has a direct
impact on your ability to innovate. “You

“We talk about innovating with
intent. If it’s not improving
people’s lives, it’s not worth doing.”
for ways to shrink your data center; it
takes away from being innovative.”
And once you clear some time for
innovation, focus on what really matters,
he added. “We talk about innovating with intent. If it’s not improving
people’s lives, it’s not worth doing.”
Boston CIO Bill Oates said it was
important for his city to create a
new group within the IT department that serves as the “front door”
for bringing innovative ideas into the
municipal government. That group,
the widely publicized Office of New
Urban Mechanics, reports jointly to
Oates and the mayor’s chief of staff.
“There may be a need for some level
of separateness for innovation, but the

won’t have credibility in innovation if
you can’t run core services,” Oates said.
“Our credibility led to funding conversations with the mayor and City Council
to build the projects we wanted.”
All of this may point toward the
ultimate role for public CIOs: change
managers. In the future, we may talk
less about individual pieces of the
job — and less about individual pieces
of technology for that matter — and
more about how they all fit together.
“We’re evolving to be a digital business,” Oates said. “It’s about using all
of these tools — data, mobility, the
cloud, etc. — to become more effective. That’s change management.” ¨
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INSIDE THE
FASCINATING
LIVES OF CIOs
WHO BREAK
THE MOLD.
BY MATT WILLIAMS

F

or more than a decade Public
CIO has documented how chief
information officers and other
technology leaders are becoming
change agents in government. This
magazine has explored in great detail the
management and leadership issues that
CIOs confront every day. We’ve explained
what the CIO does and what the job is.
But we rarely discuss who a CIO really
is. Like most groups, the broad sketch
of a stereotype has emerged over the
years. For the CIO, it’s that (mostly) he or
she spends long days and nights in front
of a screen, dutifully ensuring that the
data center doesn’t go down, the radio
system doesn’t break, or the funding
doesn’t dry up. A personal life, it seems, is
nonexistent or unimportant. Technology
is everything and the only thing.
Of course, that caricature does an
injustice. CIOs don’t eat, breathe and sleep
computers, although we sometimes can
forget this. They have outside interests and
hobbies — and interesting stories to tell.
The stories of these four CIOs are a
reminder that life goes on after the office
lights go dark.

[8]
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A

THE

LISA FELDNER, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH,
NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

PAMELA SMETTE

RANCHER

s North Dakota’s CIO for seven
years, Lisa Feldner gave her share
of opening remarks at meetings and
conferences. She recalls running
late for one meeting for a reason you don’t
hear every day: One of Feldner’s horses was
foaling and she delivered the newborn.
It wasn’t a big deal for Feldner, who’s now
in charge of technology for the North Dakota
University System. She has 12 horses on a
40-acre ranch and shows the best of them
competitively in the U.S. and Canada. She
attends weekend events about once a month,
particularly when the weather is warmer.
Last year she went to the Canadian
Nationals and won the all-around in the
amateur bracket. “If you work hard, you need
to play hard, and I really do that,” she said.
Feldner grew up showing Appaloosa horses,
and she now competes in a variety of events,
including Western and English riding and
jumping, and saddle events. She doesn’t rope,
but she does almost everything else. Feldner’s
found her most success in the English events.
She credits her family for being supportive. Her husband and two college-age
children have played a big role in managing their stable. Her kids even named one
of Feldner’s best horses, called Genuine
Secret on the event circuit, but known as
Jar Jar at home. The kids thought the horse
was a klutz like the Star Wars character.
Feldner’s hobby has taught her that
concentrating on a goal is a key for success.
She brings that lesson to work at her new
job consolidating the IT of North Dakota’s
universities. “Particularly at the World level
where it’s very competitive, you must learn to
focus and tune out extraneous things,” Feldner
said. “You must be reasonable about your
assets and resources, and set realistic goals.”
With her children grown up, Feldner is
readjusting the goals of her horse operation. She once had 18 horses but is now at a
dozen and wants to get down to eight. She
gave some away and sold others. The horse
industry is finally starting to rebound after a
prolonged slump, so good riding horses are
worth a lot of money. “It becomes somewhat
of a business because people want to buy
them from us,” she said. But Feldner enjoys
the animals, and some of them are pets.
Feldner travels more in her new job, so she
has less time for training with the horses. But
her goal in the sport is still to win.
And yes, showing horses is a sport.
“That’s how they categorize it on eBay,”
Feldner said, laughing.
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THE

CLIMBER
O

Reneker’s team didn’t find Mallory after
a fresh layer of snowfall wouldn’t melt,
but the weather conditions cleared and
the winds subsided, giving Reneker and
other climbers at the high camp just the
opening they needed for a shot at the top.
Reneker awoke at about 10 p.m., boiled
enough water to drink for 24 hours, and
strapped on his oxygen tank to combat
the suffocatingly thin
air at 28,000 feet. Then
he exited his tent at the
STEVE RENEKER, CIO, LOS ANGELES
mountain’s final camp
and started the last
leg of the harrowing ascent. He didn’t
successfully made it to the highest point
see another soul for the next 12 hours.
on Earth. Reneker is the 715th recorded
“You definitely felt the danger,”
person to make the summit. He was part
he said. “There’s always strength in
of an American team of climbers, and one
numbers, but when you’re climbing the
of his duties was to coordinate the expefinal day on Everest, it’s a solo climb up
dition’s technology.
the north side. Along that route, when
“We were trying to do the first email
your crampons kick off a few times and
send via satellite at that point in time.
you’re looking down the North Face
Email wasn’t very pervasive back then;
and thinking, ‘You know, if I don’t get
Internet wasn’t even that active,” Reneker
this back on and I slip, nobody’s going
said. “We had a satellite uplink, and we
to know I’ve fallen, and that’s it.’”
were sending faxes and getting incomUpon reaching the top of the world on
ing weather reports, but we just couldn’t
May 16, 1995, he cried out in accomplishget the data link working via satellite.”
ment and reflected on God. Reneker also
But the three-month odyssey away
was carrying the ashes of his friend and
from his wife and two young children
climbing mentor David Tollakson, who
wasn’t for naught. The climbers also were
died tragically a year earlier during a
searching for the body of George Mallory,
training climb for Everest on Mount San
an Englishman who some speculate was
Jacinto in Southern California. Everest
the first person to summit Everest before
was the only of the Seven Summits
disappearing on the mountain in 1924.
nce upon a time, the man
in charge of computer
systems in Los Angeles
couldn’t figure out how to
successfully send an email. But don’t
be alarmed. Steve Reneker had the
best excuse you could think of: He was
at base camp on Mount Everest in 1995,
with a group of American climbers who

— each of the highest peaks
on the seven continents —
Tollakson hadn’t conquered.
“So that was my mission: not
to get me to the top, but to get
him to the top,” Reneker said.
It was the culmination of a long
journey, which started many years
previously when Reneker became a
volunteer on the ski patrol. That activity introduced him to a tight-knit
network of skilled mountaineers.
Reneker reminisces often about
his time on Everest. He has a
photo of himself on the summit
in his office at the Los Angeles
Information Technology Agency.
“I think about how it relates to the
work environment from a teamwork
perspective — like having a project
plan and sticking to it, persevering through thick and thin when
the weather’s bad. When things get
tough, you know that you can always
regroup and conquer the goal.”
He just wishes Everest had
email and Internet back then.
“Just being able to send a
photograph and a loved one seeing
your smiling face and knowing
you’re healthy and you look good —
certainly would have brought a lot
more peace of mind,” Reneker said.

[10]
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Reneker was the
715th recorded
person to reach
the summit of
Mount Everest.
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THE

COLLECTOR
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P

CALVIN RHODES, CIO,

erhaps we shouldn’t be surprised
that Calvin Rhodes’ advice to
beginning wine collectors is to
use an app called CellarTracker,
which notes the best time to drink each
bottle and case in your collection.
Calvin and his wife are longtime
wine enthusiasts, and he said his growing collection of vintages is a welcome
respite from his responsibilities as the
CIO of Georgia, a position he’s had for
the past two and a half years. But still, he
can’t keep technology at bay completely.
There’s an impressive wine cellar in
the Rhodes household. The cellar’s main
doors came off a home in Belgium and
were imported by way
of New York. The space,
GEORGIA
which is controlled for
humidity and temperature, has enough room for 2,000 bottles
— which Rhodes says is almost half full.
“If we’d slow up our drinking, we’d
probably fill it up sooner,” he joked.
The couple plans many of their vacations around their wine hobby, and when
it’s time to get on an airplane for a workrelated conference, they sometimes will
depart a day early, especially if there’s
an opportunity to make a quick jaunt
to the famed Napa Valley in California
or another premier destination.
The bottles in their cellar come from
places they’ve visited. They have been
to Argentina to visit a winery owned

by the renowned winemaker Paul
Hobbs, and recently went to the
Tuscany region outside of Florence,
Italy, in the Chianti area. They’ve
sampled wines on the Dalmatian Coast
en route to Istanbul that are little
known in the U.S. and found favorites in South Africa in a town called
Stellenbosch east of Cape Town. The
Rhodes also have acquired premier
wines from Sonoma, Calif., wines
that score 100 out of 100 — “100point wines” — on leading U.S. wine
critic Robert Parker’s rating system.
But you don’t need a big budget or
extensive knowledge to get started,
Rhodes said.
“A lot of folks get intimidated by
those who have been involved in
this longer. You should find something you like and not worry about if
anybody else likes it or what kind of
ranking it received,” he said. If you
drink enough in a particular region,
you’re bound to find a wine you enjoy.
Like any good hobby, Rhodes said
he’s too emotionally attached to sell any
of the wines in his collection, even if
their value is appreciating. Many of the
wines in his cellar are 10 years or older.
“I like the sexiness of the hobby,”
Rhodes admitted.
Just don’t ask him to drink a wine
with a screw-on cap. Even as a CIO,
he’s not into that new-age innovation.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

From Argentina
to South Africa,
Rhodes’ love of
wine has taken
him throughout
the world.
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BUYING I
We ask customers what they think of government- t

Steve Henderson, CIO of Lincoln, Neb., and
Lancaster County, says a shared services agreement
with the state saves money.
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BY DAVID RATHS

O

IN

ERVIN PHOTO

- to-government shared services.

ver the past
few years,
Public CIO
has written frequently
about government agencies that have launched
shared services offerings. But one thing these
pioneering providers have
in common is a need for
customers — courageous
partners from other jurisdictions who are willing to move a significant
part of their IT operations into another organization’s data center.
We asked a handful of
these IT executives why
they decided to take the
plunge, the lessons they
have learned as shared
services customers and
whether they would do
it all over again. Here
is what they told us.
[ ]
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BUYING IN

THE KEY IS
COMMUNICATION

analysis comparing our costs with
the county versus outside providers,” said Binswanger. “They told us
there were significant savings in going
with the county versus an outside
vendor. And there is no way we could
ever recoup the cost of building and
managing our own data center.
“But we refresh that analysis on an
annual basis,” he added. “Our school
board understands the concept of
shared services, because we have
spent the time educating them over
the eight years of this arrangement.”
The need for better communications also extended to Binswanger’s
own employees. “When we first tried
shared services, there were people on
the school board side who were nervous
and thought the county was going to take
everything over,” he said. “But I put in
place a communication plan to explain
that we are leaning on a government

Shared Services Provider:
Sarasota County, Fla.
Customer: Sarasota County Schools

As IT director of Sarasota County
Schools, Joe Binswanger has a close relationship with Glenn Zimmerman, CIO of
Sarasota County Government. The county has provided the school district with
data center services for the past eight
years. Nevertheless, Binswanger regularly evaluates county services to see if he
might want to bring them back in-house
or provision them some other way.
For instance, the district recently
became eligible for the federal e-rate
discount for its Internet service.
Through an RFP, the district found
a telecom provider that could offer
more bandwidth at a lower cost. “The
county was doing a fine job, but they

I DON’T LOSE A
WINK OF SLEEP ABOUT
INFORMATION SECURITY...
entity for this niche that they do well and
can show value added. For instance, they
do an exceptional job on security. I don’t
lose a wink of sleep about information
security with them handling our data.”
But Binswanger stressed that there
are aspects of his department’s responsibilities that he wouldn’t consider
outsourcing. “Anything instructionalrelated must stay in-house,” he said.
“We have challenges related to our
students taking state achievement
tests by computer. We would never ask
the county to help with that because
it is not their area of expertise.”
To deal with initial resistance to
shared services, develop a clear statement of how tasks will be divided
between the host and customer organizations, Zimmerman said. “Have a
strong agreement of roles and expectations in place and a common plan

couldn’t compete on price with this
e-rate provider,” Binswanger said.
In such a situation, strong communication between the organizations
is key to their ongoing working relationship. “Even before we thought
about doing that RFP, I got together
with Glenn to tell him what we were
thinking about,” Binswanger said.
“In fact,” Zimmerman added, “our
staff sat in on the RFP discussions
with vendors to ask questions.”
“And even though we were moving
away from their service, the county’s
network staff and designers helped
us with the transition,” Binswanger
said. “We could tap their expertise.”
Likewise, the district regularly
reviews the cost of data center storage services it gets from the county.
“Two years ago we asked our finance
department to do an independent

of why you are going to benefit from
it, and then revisit and tweak that
agreement as often as needed.”
Binswanger often tells Zimmerman
that he needs to get more for his
dollar from the county than he
would be from a commercial vendor.
“And I do feel that way,” he says.

A SECOND CHANCE
PAYS OFF
Shared Services Provider: California
Customer: Rohnert Park, Calif.

In 2012, David Rowley saw a demonstration of shared IT services available
from California’s Office of Technology
Services (OTech) at a meeting of local
government IT professionals. He was
intrigued by the possibilities — and for
privacy and security reasons he was
hesitant about moving government
data to a commercial cloud solution.
“OTech has an earthquake-proof facility,
and I am interested in having it eventually
host my data for disaster assurance,” said
Rowley, IT operations manager for the
Northern California city of Rohnert Park.
But there was one problem: The state
had a poor reputation with local government IT folks. “People who worked with
them in the past had nothing good to say
about it,” Rowley said. “Their old model
didn’t work. It was too bureaucratic.”
Rowley said he told the OTech
team that it had some baggage to
overcome. But in the end, he decided to give the state a try. Last year,
Rowley made OTech, which is in the
process of changing its name to Data
Center Services, the city’s Internet
service provider. “So far the relationship has been great,” Rowley said.
He likes the fact that OTech is a big
player. “If they call [a vendor], they
get a response, which is something I
have had trouble with,” he said. “Plus,
they are at a whole different level of
security and filtering, and we get the
payoff from that. I sleep well at night
because of what they are doing.”
By the end of 2013, Rowley hopes to
be working with OTech on data storage.

[16]
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BUYING IN

GET IT IN WRITING
Daryl Delabbio has been county administrator/controller of Kent County, Mich., since 1998.
In 2013, he co-authored a white paper titled A County Manager’s Guide to Shared Services
in Local Government, which identifies three key preconditions of a successful shared service
delivery venture: strong leadership, trust and reciprocity; clear goals; and measurable results.
Among the first steps the authors recommend are creating a shared services assessment
team, identifying strengths in participating governments, and starting with small pilot projects.
”One big thing I’ve learned from 36 years in local government is get it in writing, whether
you’re a customer or provider in these shared services settings,” Delabbio said.
He gave an example of a troubled property tax administration software project 10 years ago
involving 34 local governments. ”A $5.5 million project went south when the developer couldn’t
deliver what it had promised,” he said. The smaller entities in the deal eventually pulled out,
and his county was left holding the bag. ”Never enter into intergovernmental cooperative deals
without a written agreement, no matter how close the relationships or how well researched the
solution,” Delabbio said. ”We did months of study and held forums with all the units of government, did needs assessments and gap analyses. It took $250,000 just to do those steps.” But
in the end, it wasn’t enough.
The county is considering participating in a planned shared ERP system with the state and
the city of Grand Rapids. Kent County uses PeopleSoft software now but plans to migrate off of
it by 2016. The goal is to create a system that could be used by any Michigan government unit.
”We have a decision to make about whether we are in or not,” Delabbio said.

LEVERAGING
TRUSTED
RELATIONSHIPS

mainframe shared services deal that
saves money for the city and county.
“I’d been with the city and county for
only three years after being at the state
for 30, so I knew lots of people there and
had a high level of comfort,” he said.
Henderson said the arrangement is
working so well that he’ll likely auction
his old mainframe system. He’s also started using an enterprise content management shared service from the state.
“All kinds of vertical silos build up
in government organizations, and it
can be difficult to reach across them,”
he said. “Having worked in state
government and knowing the people
and processes made a huge difference in terms of comfort level.”

Shared Services Provider: Nebraska
Customer: City of Lincoln and
Lancaster County, Neb.

Just over a year ago, Steve Henderson,
CIO of Lincoln, Neb., and Lancaster
County, had a problem. One of the largest departmental users of his mainframe
services chose to stop using that service,
forcing him to consider raising prices
for other internal customers to make up
the fixed cost of running the mainframe.
“There was a hue and cry over that,”
he said. Henderson, who previously
worked in the state IT department and
knew it well, remembered that Nebraska
offered services to smaller jurisdictions.
“I realized I could be a customer for
the state’s mainframe computing,” he
said. Although the state was providing some shared services to locals,
mainframe computing wasn’t one of
them. Discussions between Henderson
and the state IT office resulted in a

EASING THE
STAFF BURDEN
Shared Services Provider:
University of Cincinnati
Customer: Owens Community College

ing management system in-house
since 2004. But with online courses
growing 30 percent each year, that
task was beginning to overwhelm
the school’s internal resources.
In May 2010, Owens turned to the
much larger University of Cincinnati
(UC), which hosts the Blackboard
system for smaller institutions. Owens
selected UC as its service provider after
discovering the university could provide
a hosted Blackboard system for substantially less money than buying the service
directly from the software vendor.
The university also could allocate
more staff to back-end operations than
Owens could, and it agreed to conduct
three Blackboard training sessions per
year on the Owens campus. In addition, the outsourced environment
lets Owens’ Blackboard administrator give his undivided attention to
customizing scripts and improving
other aspects of the operation.
“We have remained pleased with the
hosting arrangement and the services
that [the university] offers,” said Mark
Karamol, division director for e-learning
at Owens. “They have lived up to the
promises made in the memorandum
of understanding.” The 10 colleges
and universities in the shared service
arrangement with UC have a conference call every month to discuss issues.
Karamol said his business office looks
over every contract and memorandum
of understanding with a fine-toothed
comb for potential problems with dates
or service language. “They always find
something I didn’t see,” he said. “But I
think that because we are working with
another college, they are not out to put
one over on us. It is quite different from
our relationships with a vendor.” ¨
David Raths is a Philadelphia-based writer
focused on information technology.

Owens Community College in Ohio
had hosted its Blackboard learn-
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2

Introduction:
Moments of Decision

4

Public-Private Partnership
or Government Owned

INTRODUCTION

MOMENTS
OF DECISION

10

Shared Services or
Going It Alone

15

Commercial or GovernmentOwned Networks

18

Data Centers, the
Cloud or Hybrid

“IN ANY MOMENT OF
DECISION, THE BEST THING
YOU CAN DO IS THE RIGHT
THING. THE WORST THING
YOU CAN DO IS NOTHING.”
Theodore Roosevelt

24
28

O

ver the course of every CIO’s career,
there will be a few key decisions that
will matter more than most. Sure,

every decision has its own importance. But there

BYOD or Agency Owned

are some foundational choices that will create a
lasting strategic direction for the organization’s
infrastructure and inﬂuence future capabilities in
profound ways. Making the right choice in these

Conclusion: Infrastructure
Investments Either Expand
or Narrow Future Choices

special moments of decision requires an in-depth
understanding of the organization’s future needs
and prescient judgment.
With a solid infrastructure, an organization
can adapt to rapid change. It can develop new
capabilities and better serve its customers.
However, with a poor infrastructure, even simple
tasks become diﬃcult — sometimes impossible.
There are many organizations that have
systematically under-invested in their infrastructure
for years and are now paying the price.
Those left behind are scrambling to catch
up while other organizations move boldly forward
into social media, rapid application development

© 2013 e.REPUBLIC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
100 BLUE RAVINE ROAD, FOLSOM, CA 95630
916.932.1300 PHONE | 916.932.1470 FAX

and digital transformation. It only takes a few
poor infrastructure decisions to cost a CIO his
or her career.

COVER PHOTO BY SHUTTERSTOCK
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When broadly considered, our national

a framework for making them. No two

history is punctuated by decision moments about

organizations are the same and one size

how and whether to invest in the country’s future

certainly doesn’t ﬁt all. But the stakes are

through new infrastructure. In the last 100 years,

high. Good decisions can help a government

those initiatives have included depression-era

organization thrive in the coming years. Bad

Works Progress Administration (1935) and the

decisions leave the organization handicapped

Interstate Highway System (1956). These and

and saddled with challenges that must be

other investments laid the foundation for much of

overcome. Each CIO needs to weigh the needs

the postwar boom in America.

of his or her organization and choose among

This report will help identify the key

several possible futures. ¨

infrastructure decisions CIOs face and provide

The Danger of Not Taking Security Seriously
Before we can consider the ﬁve key infrastructure choices CIOs face, we need to put ﬁrst things
ﬁrst. IT security is not a nice-to-have: It is a baseline capability that impacts all decisions relating
to infrastructure. Security needs to be foundational in our infrastructure, whether in the form of
data security, network security, device security and/or application security.
In the past, security has often been an afterthought. It has become common to consider
security as something to be “bolted on” to an already designed infrastructure. This model for
understanding and mapping security to infrastructure is outdated for several reasons.
The Insider Threat
The ﬁrst consideration is that one cannot assume those inside our infrastructure are trustworthy.
The insider threat, as noted in the last Public CIO and Center for Digital Government (CDG)

For more information about current
threats and vulnerabilities, as well as
the best practices for countering them,
download the recent Public CIO and
CDG Special Report on cybersecurity
at www.govtech.com/library.

Special Report on cybersecurity, is particularly damaging and insidious.
Greater Interaction with the Outside World
Increasingly, infrastructure is exposed to the outside world. Mobile applications,
for instance, are expected to be downloaded from an app store and run
on non-authenticated devices. These applications often live outside the
organization’s trusted ﬁrewalls, and yet need to interact with internal
systems in a robust way.
Open Data and Web Services
Many organizations are moving toward open data or publishing Web services
for entities outside of their network. This involves richer and more complex
systems that live in the “gray area” between public and private services.

[]
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CHOICE NO.1

PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIP OR
GOVERNMENT OWNED

P

ublic-private partnerships, or “P3s”

If something needs 24/7 maintenance and

for short, can mean a variety of

99.999 percent uptime, then it is impossible

things. In some cases, they are simply

to deliver with internal staﬀ who work on a

procurements in which the government entity

traditional 9-5 work schedule. However, if the

purchases a good or service from a private

service lives close to the core mission of the

vendor. In other cases, a new organization

agency and requires specialized knowledge

entity is created as a joint venture between

not available in the private sector, then internal

private companies and government agencies.

staﬀ may better provide the service.

This section’s purpose is to explore the

After quality of service, the next highest

question: What should governments own and what

consideration was system and data security

should they look to private companies to provide?

at 27 percent. Seventeen percent said it was

Public CIO and CDG conducted a survey

important to consider the level of provider

of 150 information technology oﬃcials in

experience working with government agencies.

diverse areas of government ranging from

There are many private sector partners that

ﬁnance to transportation to public safety. These

provide great services, but ﬂounder when

leaders hail from all levels of government

trying to provide them in a public sector

across the nation — federal, state, local, large,

context. It’s important to consider whether the

small and in between. These individuals set

organization is ready to work with the increased

the tone for IT leadership when it comes to

transparency, collaboration and consensus

government organizations. CDG asked them

building inherent to the public sector.

what the most important factors were for

Nine percent sought out third-party ratings

their organization when evaluating vendors,

of reliability and performance for the vendor.

and whether a public-private partnership

Trying to ﬁnd third parties to identify which

would be relevant for their IT infrastructure.

functions could be trusted to a private partner is

The highest percentage, 38 percent, said that

an excellent and often underappreciated idea.

quality of service was their main consideration

Independent third parties are in a good position

when evaluating vendors. The question here is

to rate and compare the private sector partners

whether the service is going to be done better

available to the government marketplace.

1

by an outsource provider or by an in-house

However, all third-party information

government capability. The answer, of course,

should be taken with a grain of salt, so to

depends on the type of service considered.

speak. Sometimes a small vendor might be

[4]
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Considerations When Evaluating Vendors

27%

38%
of government
leaders said quality
of service is the
main consideration.

9%

17%
of government
leaders said it
is important to
consider the level of
provider experience.

of government
leaders said system
and data security
is important.

of government
leaders sought out
third-party ratings
of reliability and
performance.

Financial Penalties

the best choice for a given government agen-

It’s important for organizations to set up

cy, but they may be too small to rise to the top

service level agreements when a public-private

— or even appear — in an industry report.

partnership is in place, however, service levels
don’t mean much if there is no penalty that is

Deciding Between the Options
There are some key considerations when

assessed to the vendor. Financial penalties

it comes to public-private partnerships:

need to be large enough to drive positive vendor
behavior and to compensate the government

Contract Management

customer in the event they aren’t met.

Contract management requires an IT organization to have an understanding of service levels
and the wherewithal to hold a vendor accountable.

Capital Investment (CAPEX) vs.
Operating Expenses (OPEX)
Another key question is whether an

Many organizations fail to develop the capabilities
needed to police, manage and govern the contracts

organization has access to capital investment

put in place. Organizations will often take over work

dollars, or if it is funded on an operating expense

themselves when the vendor’s performance begins

basis. Some organizations rely on grant funds

to slip, rather than holding the vendor accountable

that are provided in large chunks up front,

and managing the performance of the contract.

early in a project’s lifecycle. In these cases,

This often puts an organization in a diﬃcult

organizations tend to perform services in house,

situation. The CIO has now mixed his or her

because the capital enables them to purchase

organization’s eﬀorts with the vendor’s as

infrastructure at a lower price than if it were to

the service provider, so it becomes harder to

be leased or serviced over a period of time.
That said, many organizations are moving

determine who is at fault when something goes
wrong. By keeping those lines of accountability

toward managing their expenses on an

clear, a CIO in an IT organization can more easily

operating expense basis. Every government

manage vendor performance. In any case, the

entity experiences budgetary pressure, so

maturity of contract management is critical.

large capital investments that serve the needs

[]
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of multiple years are often not made in a given

Government might consider contractors

ﬁscal year. Increasingly, governments are

to be more expensive to the organization

opting to spread the cost of such investments

than full-time employees, but in reality this

over time. And that’s where the private

depends on a number of factors. While full-

sector becomes an important option.

time employees are cheaper on an hourly

Private sector partners often have more

basis in the short term, they are and should be

access to capital for upfront technology

considered a signiﬁcant long-term investment.

transformation than government agencies

Here’s why. It’s typical for a new full-

do. They can then amortize those costs over

time employee to expect a 20- to 30-year

a speciﬁed time period, so the public sector

duration of employment with the organization.

client can see a consistent low price over

The rapid pace of change in technology,

the life of the contract. This can improve the

however, means that it is becoming diﬃcult

accuracy of budgeting and make it easier for

to ﬁnd roles in the IT organization that can

the public sector organization to predict the

be expected to last that long. A mobile app

cost to support the program in the long term.

developer could be indispensable in the next
several years, but it’s unlikely that mobile app

Employees vs. Contractors

development will be a 30-year endeavor.

Another key decision point is the role of

With the full-time employee approach, the

full-time employees versus contractors. Each

right goal is to ﬁnd people who will have long

organization needs to ﬁnd the right balance

and proﬁ table careers for the organization

of government and contract employees. This

and who demonstrate the ability to re-train

can mean considering full-time staﬀ, staﬀ

themselves and move quickly from one

augmentation contractors or even full-scale

domain to another. They may even move out

integrated vendor teams to handle a project.

of the IT organization entirely at some point.
Contractors can be hired for a narrow
purpose of shorter duration. Having a
diversiﬁed labor market of contractors allows

Having a diversiﬁed labor
market of contractors allows
an organization to tap into
the speciﬁc skills needed
for a certain project. These
contractors can come with
years of experience, exposure
to new technologies and the
hands-on skills needed to make
a project successful.

an organization to tap into the speciﬁc skills
needed for a certain project. These contractors
can come with years of experience, exposure
to new technologies and the hands-on
skills needed to make a project successful.
It’s not uncharitable or unkind to consider
contractors as temporary resources — many
people enter that part of the government
workforce for precisely that reason.
Each organization needs to investigate
the proper mix of contractors to fulltime employees to ﬁ t their needs. There
is no one-size-ﬁ ts-all answer — it could
be a 10 percent, 20 percent, 50 percent
or even 90 percent split depending on
how someone frames the problem. ¨

[6]
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Decision-Maker Perspective:
Walter LaGrone, Travis County, Texas,
Chooses Public-Private Partnership
Walter LaGrone, director of IT, reporting to
Travis County Interim CIO Tanya Acevedo, has
seen the county’s data center transform over time,
from a centralized mainframe with 25 servers to a
complex, virtual model with 850 servers. Fortunately, he and his team were able to successfully maintain the integrity of the data center throughout these
changes with teamwork and strategic partnering.2
LaGrone describes some of the challenges he faced
with the previous data center facility. “Since I’ve
been here, we’ve had ﬁve near-misses of facility failure, all the way from leaky pipes, ﬂoor fatigue [and] a
primary breaker failing,” he says. At one point, a pipe
burst and leaked sewage into the printing room.

“I’VE GOT A STAFF THAT CAN
TAKE CARE OF NETWORK,
SERVERS, APPLIANCES
AND STORAGE, AND CAN
DEPLOY THOSE THINGS,
BUT I DON’T HAVE AN AIR
CONDITIONING EXPERT, UPS
EXPERT OR ELECTRICIAN.
THAT’S A DIFFERENT TYPE
OF SKILLSET.”
After that catastrophe, LaGrone and his team

expert, UPS (uninterruptible power supply) expert

had to decide: Did they want to remodel, buy

or electrician. That’s a diﬀerent type of skillset.”

or lease? “With leasing I am kind of nervous …

County leaders decided to outsource the data

because that means the money is from the general

center’s facility to the co-location company.

fund,” LaGrone explains. “But if you own it, you also

LaGrone says that it has been a great decision.

own the infrastructure of the facility which is the

“[We now have] a facility where you don’t have to

generators, the cooling and the physical security.”

worry about leaky pipes or a failing breaker …

Ultimately, the county decided to lease from

I don’t even think twice about it.”

a technology company. As LaGrone explains,

But perhaps the best beneﬁt of the move is the

“I’ve got a staﬀ that can take care of network,

most elusive of CIO goals: peace of mind. “I don’t

servers, appliances and storage, and can deploy

have to think twice or babysit.” LaGrone says, “I just

those things, but I don’t have an air conditioning

say, ‘Execute.’”

[]
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THE TWO PATHS

CIOs of IT organizations have a choice between two paths:
a P3 or the government-owned and operated approach.

Path 1
Public-Private
Partnership

Choose a qualiﬁed partner.
In this path, organizations
need to ﬁrst ﬁnd the
appropriate private partner
with the capability to
provide the needed service.
CIOs should evaluate the
possible vendors through a
procurement or analogous
process.

Plan for potential exit strategies.

Draw up the right contract.

The contract needs to anticipate the full lifecycle
of the relationship — not only starting out, but
also eventually separating from the entity at some
point. This may happen on the natural expiration
of the contract — or it may happen involuntarily if
the vendor fails to perform. An organization that
leverages a P3 needs to consider what will happen
if the contract is terminated. The organization could
re-procure and open the contract up for diﬀerent
private sector partners, or it could take the project
in house. Considering these alternative plans and
exit strategies is very important when using P3s.

A contract with
the chosen
vendor needs to
include service
level agreements
and mechanisms
of enforcing
performance using
ﬁnancial penalties.

Path 2
Government-Owned
and Operated

Own the hard assets.

Hire and retain the staﬀ.

In the government-owned
and operated scenario,
the servers, network
equipment, storage or other
infrastructure components
will be owned and operated
by the government entity.

The government entity also needs
to procure or hire the staﬀ needed
to support the operation. Job
descriptions need to be created with
an eye towards how individuals could
be retrained in the future if the needs
for these jobs were to change. The
government organization needs to
bring in a wide range of skillsets and
develop a budget stream to support
the program in the long term.

Consider the internal
service “contract.”
Common sense would dictate
that a government-owned and
operated situation wouldn’t
need a service level agreement
or contract. However, more and
more organizations are moving
toward this written service
level approach, even when the
service is owned and operated
by the government entity itself.

[8]
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POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

Achieving cost savings.

Less control.

Private partners typically share a given activity
across many agencies, achieving an economy
of scale that makes it much easier for them to
deliver a higher quality of service at a lower cost.
For example, 24/7 maintenance requires at least
three shifts per day, including on the weekends.
This level of staﬃng is usually impractical for a
public sector organization, but a private sector
partner can use the same team to support a large
number of applications across a large number of
customers. Therefore, each customer only pays a
fraction of the overall cost of the infrastructure.

Public-private partnerships
are not without risk. When
the vendor fails to deliver, the
organization typically has
less direct control to ﬁx the
problem. This means that it
may take longer to extract an
unsuccessful partner than it
would to ﬁx a problem if the
system was maintained and
owned by the government.

POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

More operational control.

Higher long-term costs.

The main beneﬁt of the government-owned and
operated approach is control. Having access to
more detail and control over the operation allows
government entities to make rapid changes. They
can also reach into any and all aspects of the
organization at any given time. While it may or may
not be ﬁnancially eﬃcient to do this, a higher level
of control can be important when the system is
mission critical or when it’s closely tied to the core
objectives of the agency.

Because the government
entity is typically operating at
a smaller scale (one agency)
than that at which a private
sector company would be
operating (many agencies), it’s
possible that the costs could
be higher.

Slower technology upgrades.

Another potential pitfall is the
lack of innovation or the longterm stagnation of the program.

[]
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CHOICE NO. 2

SHARED SERVICES OR
GOING IT ALONE

T

here is a long-standing debate around

recruit and retain suﬃcient staﬀ to operate

shared services and government,

systems themselves. In this case, sharing

but the debate seems to ﬁnally

staﬀ between organizations in a shared

be drawing to a close. This section will not

services model can make a lot of sense.

examine whether the shared services entity

Thirty-ﬁve percent said the shared

is a private sector organization or another

services model was useful for achieving

government agency (we tackled that in the

mission focus. In other words, by allowing

ﬁrst section of this report). Instead, we will

another entity to provide IT services, the

examine shared services as an alternative to

customer entity was free to focus leadership

an organization tackling a service by itself.

on the core mission of the agency.

In the CDG survey for this report, 59

Forty-three percent said they were procuring

percent of respondents said they were

voice, data and video network services through

already using some form of shared services

a shared services model. This is perhaps not

agreement. Some of these are public-private

surprising, because many government entities

partnerships, but others leverage the shared

centralized telecommunications services in

services provided by another government entity.

one agency years ago. For instance, the state

Fifty-nine percent is a large group, especially

of Texas has one agency that oversees the

since an additional 17 percent of respondents

Texas Department of Information Resources

are considering procuring additional IT

and provides that as a service to others.

infrastructure in a shared services arrangement.

Additionally, 37 percent of agencies

Only 11 percent of respondents said

obtained their portal, Web applications or

they were not engaged in any shared service

Web services via a shared services model.

agreements, nor were they considering it.

Close behind that number, 36 percent of

The reasons why so many organizations

respondents were leveraging shared services

are leveraging shared services are as diverse

for managing servers and cloud computing.

as the organizations themselves. The largest

This is a common area for shared services

number, 65 percent, said reduced capital and

models, because service level agreements

ongoing support costs were the main factor,

are so straightforward in this environment.

while 62 percent cited operational eﬃciencies.

Thirty-one percent looked to shared

For the largest group, the quest for cost

services for email, beginning to end a debate

savings is driving people to shared services.

over consolidated email that was ﬁerce in

Thirty-seven percent of respondents said

government just a few short years ago. There

staﬀ shortages were leading them to make

are huge economies of scale that arise from

the move. Many organizations simply can’t

managing email as a service. Most small

[10]
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Who’s using it and how?

59%

17%

of government
leaders said they
are already using
some form of
shared services
agreement.

agencies will struggle to fund just one
or two email system administrators,

are considering
procuring
additional IT
infrastructure
in a shared
services
arrangement.

making it impossible for them to cover
24-hour services. But practically every
organization will expect email to be

Why shared services?

functional at all hours of the day — on

65%

nights, weekends and holidays.
Twenty-ﬁve percent of organizations
said they were using shared services

said reduced
capital and
ongoing support
costs were the
main factor.

cited
operational
eﬃciencies.

37%

35%

for data center management. This is a
choice that is distinct from the cloud,
while it is very similar. In this case, a
government or private sector partner is
usually operating a data center on behalf
of several other entities, but the services
are less “packaged” than one might ﬁnd

said staﬀ
shortages
were leading
them to make
the move.

in the case of a cloud arrangement.

The Exception that
Proves the Rule

62%

said the shared
services model
was useful
for achieving
mission focus.

There is one type of organization
focused on providing a wide range of

What are they sharing?

IT infrastructure services itself: These
organizations see themselves as the shared

43%

services provider for their peer agencies.
Many organizations are establishing

37%

said they were
procuring voice,
data and video
network services
through a shared
services model.

this role, including the states of Texas
and Utah, as well as Oakland County,
Mich. And their ranks are growing.
Service provider organizations
sometimes concentrate on a single

of agencies
obtained their
portal, Web
applications or
Web services via
a shared services
model.

service, or a closely related set of services,
then obtain the necessary staﬀ as a
focused core mission of their agency.

[ ]
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THE TWO PATHS

CIOs of IT organizations have a choice between two paths:
shared services or going it alone.

Path 1
Collaborating via
Shared Services

Identify shared service targets.

Establish a governance structure.

Path 1 means that an
organization chooses certain
areas it will not provide
itself and looks to service
providers to provide them.

A governance model as well
as operating and service level
agreements need to be put in place
to clearly deﬁne the expectations of
all parties involved. As with a private
sector contract, the arrangement
needs to contemplate the ending of
the partnership. A clear procedure
should be deﬁned for disentangling
the entities should one or both
decide to end the relationship.

Develop a transition plan.

A transition plan needs to
be developed to help move
the customer organization
into the shared services
environment. This can
include moving physical
infrastructure, retraining
staﬀ and sometimes
transferring staﬀ from one
organization to another.

Path 2
Going it Alone

Consider what needs to stay in house.

Develop core capability.

A public safety agency might
decide that even though its
telecommunications could be
purchased from someone else,
it has compelling reasons to
operate that service itself. These
reasons might include the ability
to ensure greater reliability or to
make sure the system is up and
running even if the private sector
networks are down.

By managing a portion
of infrastructure itself,
the organization needs
to develop this core
capability and view it
as something that is
mission critical to the
organization.

Own it.

A large motivator for keeping infrastructure in house is
security concerns. Additionally, leaders can feel that shared
services limit their control. In
choosing to keep infrastructure in house, organizations
must ensure that they are
capitalizing on their ability to
protect their infrastructure as
they see ﬁt and make other
decisions as needed.

[12]
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RISKS & PITFALLS

POSITIVES
Better service at a lower cost.

Increasing staﬀ focus.

The primary beneﬁts include
reduced costs and a better
ability to get a higher level of
service for less money. Additionally shared services CIOs help
agencies derive economies of
scale, reduce redundant and
obsolete solutions, and potentially roll out new services more
quickly to individual clients.

The non-ﬁnancial beneﬁts
are important, too, including
taking the burden oﬀ of
internal staﬀ and allowing
them to focus on the core
missions of the organization.

Misaligned expectations.

If the service levels are not
clearly deﬁned or if the
service provider fails to
meet its objectives, then
the delivery of service to
the customer agency could
be signiﬁcantly impaired.
This could result in negative
outcomes for the customer.

RISKS & PITFALLS

POSITIVES
Greater control.

Potentially higher security.

Higher costs.

In general, an organization
may ﬁnd the potential
beneﬁts of maintaining its
own infrastructure gives
it the ability to customize
solutions exactly to its own
needs.

There are some cases, such
as in military or public sector
agencies, in which the
security requirements could
exceed those that would be
commercially available in the
wider market.

The negatives involve
potentially higher cost and
a harder time changing or
adapting to new areas.

[ ]
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Decision-Maker Perspective:
Corey Kos, State of Alaska, Chooses Shared Services

When Cory Kos was hired as the state

customers to use the existing enterprise data

enterprise architect for the state of Alaska, he

centers. Historically, Kos’ organization has had

looked to the IT infrastructure to cut costs. As

trouble convincing customers to use its hosting

he puts it, “I have always seen infrastructure [as

model. “The model we had was, ‘You can come

the] low-hanging fruit with the most potential

host your services with us, but it is going to be

for cost savings.” Through the consolidation

authenticated oﬀ of our active directory. It is going

of infrastructure and the integration of cloud

to be on our hardware platform. … We basically

services, his organization has been able to

have the keys to the kingdom.’” While some

successfully lower the cost of operation as well

customers were willing to hand over control, many

as attract new customers.

more left without any further discussion.

3

“Where we have been able to leverage consolidation of infrastructure in the state eﬀectively
so far has been the middle level,” Kos explains,
“right around the servers [and] the storage.” Kos
describes how previously his agency would often
run out of time trying to set up the infrastructure
for a new development project. “There was at least
three, six, nine, sometimes a year lead up just to
get the project moving. It just wasn’t working.”
Finally, Kos and his team implemented

“IF YOU WANT THAT FULL
AUTONOMY, OR YOU
WANT FULLY MANAGED
OR YOU WANT ANYTHING
IN BETWEEN, THEN WE
CAN DO IT. WE CAN DO IT
VERY QUICKLY AND COST
EFFECTIVELY.”

secure multi-tenant hosting in their own data
center. He describes this form of storage

Kos’ organization maintains everything

integration as interchangeable building blocks in

through the operating system level, including the

the data center. By utilizing ﬂexible pods, Kos was

security toolsets, the patching, the infrastructure,

able to vertically integrate data center storage,

and everything else in the enterprise data center

reducing startup time and costs.

and state cloud. This allows the customer to focus

“What that allows us to do is rapidly deploy

on customer service without giving up autonomy.

environments for customers,” Kos explains. “We

With their streamlined storage and ﬂexible

turn up an entire 30-server, multi-million-dollar

cloud capabilities, Kos and his team can handle

project for a department in like a week, which isn’t

a wide range of requests from customers. As Kos

really hard virtualization. You start thinking about

puts it, “If you want that full autonomy, or you want

network integration and diﬀerent storage things.”

fully managed or you want anything in between,

After accomplishing this storage integration,

then we can do it. We can do it very quickly and

Kos’ next challenge was to get more state

cost eﬀectively.”

[14]
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CHOICE NO. 3

COMMERCIAL OR
GOVERNMENT-OWNED
NETWORKS

A

s networks are becoming more

their voice, video and messaging communications

modernized and IP based, commer-

were converged. Thirty-seven percent said they

cial networking providers are becom-

were using converged networks, versus only 29

ing a more compelling option for government

percent who were not. Only 15 percent of agen-

entities. For example, the state of Texas has

cies are not using VoIP at all, and most had a good

moved away from providing all of its network

handle on their approach to managing data traﬃc.

services directly to a managed service contract

Cost was the biggest reason (55 percent) for

with a large telecommunications provider.

not implementing converged communications.

However, while much mainline traﬃc is being

Moving to a converged data and voice network is

moved to commercial providers contracted to

not a simple activity; it involves the acquisition of

government entities, there are still some cases

capital infrastructure and the implementation of

where governments are building and owning their

new capabilities. While these changes lead to long-

own networks. Many of these government enti-

term cost savings, many organizations currently

ties are in public safety and municipal Wi-Fi. In the

lack the upfront resources to make the transition.

case of public safety, the governments are betting

Many agencies are looking to greater conver-

that the ability to control and maintain the network,

gence, moving all the way to truly uniﬁed communi-

especially in a time of crisis, is worth the addition-

cations. This is making it easier for them to manage

al cost of maintaining the network themselves.

the many streams of communication, including

Many public safety organizations are lever-

email, instant messaging, chat and voice traﬃc.

aging commercial networks as a backup, but

Not only do these diﬀerent elements ride on the

maintain their own networks through land,

same network, they’re also becoming increasing-

mobile, radio or other technologies. These self-

ly uniﬁed from the end-user experience as well.

maintained networks are more reliable and

Practically every government organization is

can be directly maintained and improved.

seeking to increase the bandwidth of its networks

In some major urban cities, government enti-

as its data needs grow. Converged networks

ties are building and maintaining their own free

make it easier for these organizations to lever-

or low-cost Wi-Fi networks. While the jury is still

age new technologies like rich media applications,

out on this approach, it is pulling some jurisdic-

video and other next-generation capabilities.

tions back into the own-and-operate business.

The big question is to consider whether your

The CDG survey asked agencies wheth-

agency can meet its needs by contracting a commer-

er their telecommunications were using a Voice

cial private sector network, or whether you should

over Internet Protocol (VoIP) system, and whether

be building and maintaining the network yourself. ¨

37%

of government
agencies are
using converged
networks.
Of those that
are not,

55%

said cost is the
biggest deterrent.
[ ]
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THE TWO PATHS

CIOs of IT organizations have a choice between two paths:
commercial or government-owned networks.

Path 1

Commercial
Network Services

Procure the managed services.

Specify service levels, architecture and quality expectations.

In this ﬁrst scenario, the
government entity must
procure the service through
a managed services
contract. Typically this
involves a request for
proposal (RFP) or request
for oﬀer (RFO).

The government entity will still specify the
service levels, the quality of service, and a
great deal of detail about the architecture and
design of the network that is to be provided.
But the network would be procured through
a contract and then managed by contract
managers, instead of directly provisioned by
the government itself.

Path 2
Government-Owned
Networks

Government builds and maintains.

Establish a succession plan.

In this second scenario, the
government must purchase
the equipment, install it, and
maintain and operate it going
forward.

Agencies need to have a long-term
commitment to quality of service.
Governments need to establish a
long-term plan to ensure that the
right staﬀ will be around to keep the
system working long into the future.

[16]
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POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

Lower costs and greater ﬂexibility.

Contract management overhead.

The beneﬁts of this approach include
lower long-term costs, more ﬂexibility
and the ability to tap a wide range
of experts. Because the commercial
organization is operating at a much
larger scale than the governmental
organization, economies of scale are
often present.

There is an increased
overhead for procurement
organizations. Additionally,
a procurement organization
must be quite sophisticated
in its RFPs and its contract
management capabilities.

POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

Increased resilience.

Headaches of long-term support.

Some beneﬁts include increased
resilience and control, with no need
to rely on a third-party company to
re-establish communications in the
event they are disrupted.

The upkeep, maintenance and ongoing operations of the equipment will
be the responsibilities of the government organization. Often, government
organizations lack the private sector’s
level of capability in managing this
long-term infrastructure. The longterm costs of owning and building a
network can be challenging as well.

[ ]
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CHOICE NO. 4

DATA CENTERS,
THE CLOUD OR HYBRID

T

hese days, many government

as government entities have moved to the cloud,

agencies are moving to the cloud

they have become increasingly wary of security

and many data centers are being

issues, technical standards and procurement

consolidated across agencies. Agencies

roles needed to support cloud deployments.

are faced with the decision of whether to

Public safety organizations, for example,

maintain their own personal data center, use

are saddled with Criminal Justice Information

the cloud or do something in between.

Services (CJIS) rules and are wary about

On one level, it is becoming easier than

the security implications of the cloud, as are

ever to run your own data center. Technology

health and human service agencies when they

manufacturers now make mini data centers

deal with Health Insurance Portability and

available within the form factor of a standard

Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations. That

shipping container. These function as integrated

said, many of these public safety and health

appliances, or modular “pods,” that enable

agencies have the oldest, most complicated and

data centers to be built up like toy blocks. Each

most expensive data center infrastructures, so

self-contained pod has all of the elements it

they have a lot to gain from moving to the cloud.

needs to be successful, including computing

CDG research shows that most agencies

hardware, network resources, cooling,

are using a combination of these diﬀerent

power and so on. As a result, data centers

choices. Fifty-seven percent of organizations

now require less staﬀ and are less costly.

said they are using a traditional data center as

For this and other reasons, data center

61%

part of their infrastructure, and 61 percent are

consolidation initiatives are accelerating around

using a consolidated data center that serves

the country. Many agencies are consolidating

multiple agencies or departments. This is a

data centers while upgrading their technology.

remarkable improvement over the last few years,

In these initiatives, it is not uncommon for

indicating that data center consolidation eﬀorts

government agencies to work together by

around the country are picking up steam.

sharing data centers across jurisdictions.

of government
leaders say
they are using a
consolidated data
center that serves
multiple agencies
or departments.

Fifty-two percent said they use the cloud

The cloud oﬀers a clear alternative to

for some data needs in their jurisdiction, agency

maintaining your own data center, and it is

or department, while 41 percent said they did

particularly attractive to smaller and more

not use the cloud at all. Given these numbers,

nimble agencies. There are a number of

there is a considerable amount of overlap

beneﬁ ts to the cloud, including the portability of

between those using traditional data centers

applications, increased ﬂexibility, lowered cost,

and the cloud, which indicates that a hybrid
strategy is working for many organizations. ¨

speed of deployment and much more. However,

[18]
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Decision-Maker Perspective:
Michael W. Brown, State of Colorado,
Chooses Data Center Modernization
Michael W. Brown, the director of

would not have been possible

enterprise applications architecture for the

without [the platform].”

state of Colorado’s Governor’s Oﬃce of

When it was ﬁrst

Information Technology, recently implemented

implemented, the platform

a data management platform to solve the

created a “golden copy” of

department’s storage and backup problems.4

the database. Now each time

The need for the platform came from a

a new database instance is

pre-existing business problem. The Colorado

required, a virtual database

Beneﬁts Management System (CBMS) is

(VDB) is created. Only the

the primary case management tool for the

changes made to this VDB

tracking and distribution of all welfare beneﬁts

are kept separate, and so

in the state. It is a large, complex system and

each VDB only needs a small

has historically been under-funded. Brown’s

fraction of the total size of the

department successfully secured one-time

full database. And because

funding to ﬁx a large number of outstanding

the VDB is so small, it can be

issues, but in order to ﬁnish the massive amount

provisioned very quickly.

of work required, the department needed several

The platform has also beneﬁted the

development pipelines, each with multiple

department by shifting the burden of IT

development, testing and training environments.

maintenance to the vendor. “It allows the state

“This turned out to be over 90 terabytes of

to focus on value-added activities rather than

storage needed as well as mechanisms to refresh

on rote-work,” Brown says. “The state will never

the data periodically during testing,” Brown

be able to sustain the level of experience and

explains. “Full refreshes were historically a project

knowledge that a dedicated vendor will be

unto themselves as the backing up and restoring of

able to provide about their own product.”

such a large database was a multi-day endeavor.”

Additionally, the reduced time to provision

Then Brown discovered a data management

a new environment has fostered a more hands-

platform as a possible solution. “It promised to

on, experimental mindset among Brown’s team.

solve our storage issue as well as provide the

In fact, “Colorado is starting to gain a reputation

toolset to rapidly provision new instances of

as a thought leader in the government IT space.”

each database,” Brown says. So the department

Brown recommends the platform as an

procured the platform and integrated it into

application that will “save you time and money

its development process. The department

as well as enable you to focus on providing

was able to provision new instances of the

your citizens better products and services.”

full 4.5 terabyte database in less than 10

Moving forward, Brown and his team are trying

minutes. This process previously took two

to rationalize the department’s application

full days. Additionally, each instance took

portfolios. “[The platform] will be a key

up less than 100MB of additional space.

component in this consolidation,” Brown says.

“We were able to successfully complete this
18-month plan on time,” Brown says, “and this

“Anywhere that has a large dataset and active
development is a candidate for [the platform].”

[ ]
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THE TWO PATHS

CIOs of IT organizations have a choice between two paths:
the cloud or a traditional data center.

Path 1

Moving to the
Cloud

Choose the right cloud provider.

Choose the right deployment model.

Choosing the right partner is critical.
What is the provider’s track record?
What are the contractual service levels,
and how often are they met? Be diligent
when choosing a partner — you may be
working with them for a long time.

Cloud computing does not necessarily need
to be software-as-a-service (SaaS), in which
entire applications are provided via the cloud.
On the contrary, cloud infrastructure can be as
simple as basic infrastructure-as-a-service (Iaas)
or platform-as -a-service (PaaS). Don’t assume
that one approach works for everyone.

Path 2
Traditional Data
Center

Find the right facility.

Build and maintain.

The second scenario is to maintain
a traditional computing center, or to
use another government agency’s
data center. Consider: Do I already
have a suitable facility? Should
I consolidate or can I leverage
someone else’s data center?

In this model, the government organization
will maintain and own all aspects of the
infrastructure, including the ﬂoor space,
network connectivity, computing resources
and so on. It’s a big job, but some
organizations have the scale and wherewithal
to take on the challenge.

[20]
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RISKS & PITFALLS

POSITIVES
Cost savings and ﬂexibility.

Loss of control.

Many organizations experience
greater ﬂexibility for developing
environments for new systems. This
enables them to both move projects
and provide new infrastructure very
quickly.

The organization will have less
control over the systems in the
cloud, and will become more
reliant on third parties.

POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

Ability to customize.

Cost and staﬃng

Less clear service levels.

The beneﬁts of this option include
customization and the ability to deﬁne
exactly which resources are needed
and which aren’t.

Traditional data centers
don’t come with fractional
ownership. There is also a
high cost and considerable
diﬃculty in ﬁnding and
maintaining enough staﬀ.

It can be diﬃcult to operate
at the scale necessary
to match the cloud’s
service level expectations.
That said, organizations
shouldn’t be lax on service
level agreements just
because they are doing the
work in house.

[ ]
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Decision-Maker Perspective:
Gail Roper, Raleigh, N.C.,
Heads to the Cloud

DAVID KIDD

“WE’RE LOOKING
AT WHETHER OR
NOT IT MAKES
SENSE FROM
A FINANCIAL
EFFICIENCY,
PROTECTION
OF DATA [AND]
SECURITY
PERSPECTIVE.”
Gail Roper, CIO of the city of Raleigh, is

This potential partnership would be a shift of

currently looking into partnering with a cloud-

focus for the city. In the previous 10 years, Raleigh has

based solution provider for her city’s systems.

worked on building server farms and data centers.

“The objective there is of course to drive down

But this shift toward the cloud “follows suit with what

costs,” Roper explains, “but also to deal with

we’re seeing in the private sector,” Roper says, “where

situations where it is diﬃcult for us to recruit and

the IT organization is migrating a little bit away from

retain the kind of skillsets that one would need in

the building of systems to the better utilization of those

order to continuously support and upgrade highly

systems.” Adopting the cloud would hopefully reduce

complex systems.”

operating ineﬃciencies and maximize productivity in IT.

5

Roper and her team know they have to

Roper and her team are also currently doing a

be careful when considering this option. She

cost beneﬁt analysis to see if a cloud solution would

understands the importance of having a solid

be feasible for their email system. It doesn’t always

contract in place to protect the government’s

make sense to invest in the cloud if there is already

information and interests. “The one thing that is

a functioning system in place, and so governmental

really key for us, as a consultant arm, is to make

entities need to take a close look at their systems

sure that those contracts are solid,” Roper explains,

— especially their recruiting and retaining abilities —

“and that we have the right terms and conditions

before moving forward.

to protect the city and its data from any sort of

“We’re looking at whether or not it makes sense

misunderstanding or mishap. We will need to work

from a ﬁnancial eﬃciency, protection of data [and]

closely with our legal departments to partner on

security perspective,” Roper explains. “We’re making

these terms.”

great strides in that area.”

[22]
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WHAT
ARE YOU
PUTTING IN
THE CLOUD?
Most of the agencies CDG surveyed are using

can get tasks and projects done more quickly,

the cloud in some way. But how are these agencies

eﬃciently and eﬀectively. Similarly, organizations

who adopt cloud computing using it?

can turn to the cloud for easier accessibility

Overall, organizations are typically storing

when a large number of people share the same

less-sensitive data in the cloud and keeping

course instructions, training documents and

more-sensitive data private in their on-premises

other necessary ﬁles that are widely distributed.

data centers. This trend most likely stems from
concerns about a cloud’s security, standardization

The cloud is also used for long-term storage of

and consistency in day-to-day operations.

data. While many agencies use cloud services for
data storage, they diﬀer in exactly what they trust

The most common use of the cloud is email.

to the cloud. Some only put in the cloud what is

Email is imperative to the ongoing operations

already available to the public. Others use it for a

of any business or organization and demands

complete backup in case of system failures. As

as close to 100 percent uptime as possible.

somewhat of a compromise between the two,

Many people are turning to the cloud after

various organizations choose to store certain types

being unhappy with the reliability of their

of sensitive information, such as human resources

on-premises email provider. The cloud oﬀers

data, health information or police department

a more consistent service, negates the need

records, only in on-premises data centers.

for upgrade/patching blackouts and allows
IT staﬀ to focus more on other operations.

A little less common is geographic information
systems (GIS) data. One of the biggest

Almost as common as email capabilities, ﬁle

advantages to this switch for GIS is the real

sharing is widely popular among agencies

or almost real-time data capture that can go

who use cloud computing. These organizations

directly into systems. Other types of data that

see the cloud as an opportunity for collaboration

organizations mentioned they are storing in

among many departments. By having more easily

the cloud include grant information, mobile

accessible documents, calendars, etc., employees

device data and citizen engagement material.

[ ]
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CHOICE NO. 5

BYOD OR
AGENCY OWNED

F

inally, we come to our ﬁfth key choice

also worry about what happens when an

for IT organizations. Should employees

individual leaves the organization and takes the

bring their own devices (BYOD) or

device with them. Is there a risk that sensitive

have agency-owned devices issued to them?

data will also leave the organization?

With a BYOD corporate environment,

When CDG survey respondents

employees can have some measure of autonomy.

were asked which devices are currently

However this shouldn’t imply a free-for-all. Typically

(or planned to be) allowed under their

BYOD organizations have some policies that

agencies’ BYOD policies, smartphones

limit the choice of devices to a manageable set.

topped the list at a staggering 97 percent.

This has led to a dramatic change in ownership

Ninety-two percent said tablets and

models when it comes to the endpoint computing

touch devices would be provided in a

devices (also called “edge devices,” since they

BYOD model. Fifty-nine percent were open

sit on the “edge” of the corporate network).

to allowing employees to bring their own

On the other hand, some organizations

laptops, and only 24 percent were open to

are continuing to keep all devices agency

individuals bringing their own desktops.

owned. The rapid consumerization of IT

The increased mobility of such devices is

makes this an ever-more pertinent question.

partly responsible for the growing BYOD trend.

Some organizations warn that operational

Employees want to have these devices on

chaos will accompany a BYOD strategy. They

their person at all times, whether in a personal
or business context. It should be noted that
desktop PCs don’t allow for a great degree of
mobility, and are increasingly de-emphasized

97%

in corporate context. Many agencies that still

92%

of government
leaders said
smartphones
are allowed
under their
agencies’ BYOD
policies.

provision employees with desktop PCs also
allow some form of tablet or mobile device,

of government
leaders said
tablets and
touch devices
would be
provided in a
BYOD model.

which can be part of a BYOD program.
A well-thought-out BYOD approach handles
the tricky governance problem of whether or
not employees can use assets for personal use.
Since the individual owns the asset in the ﬁrst
place, the personal use of that asset is not of
any concern to the government entity. However,
there are challenges in making sure government
data doesn’t mix with personal information. ¨
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BYOD or Bust?
BYOD has been a hot topic for the last several years,

Plans in Place

prompting even the most wary to accept it to some
degree. For one thing, even if there is no oﬃcial policy

Agencies across the country are piloting and putting

in place, employees are most likely already engag-

processes in place.

ing in BYOD to some extent. According to one survey,

The Equal Opportunity Employment Commission is a BYOD

67 percent of people use personal devices at work,

frontrunner at the federal level. The agency’s CIO, Kimberly

regardless of the oﬃce’s oﬃcial BYOD policy.

Hancher, has said that 75 percent of her agency’s smartphones

6

were never used to make phone calls and that the agency will
reduce mobility costs by 50 percent in 2013 by adopting BYOD.10

74%

57

of IT leaders
believe
that BYOD
can help
employees
be more
productive.7

Another federal agency, the Merit Systems Protection Board,
pays a $25 stipend to employees who forgo their governmentowned device in favor of their personal device. Says CIO Tommy
Hwang of the reimbursement plan: “Everyone was talking about

minutes is the
average amount of
time reclaimed per
worker, per day in a
BYOD program.8

it, but no one had actually done it. It comes down to making a
business case.”11
The state of Delaware has set an example for CIOs across
the country and provided multiple lessons learned as leaders
grapple with the challenges of keeping data safe and making
sure their programs are cost eﬀective.

The Elephant in the Room:
Security

State leaders initially had issue with whether the device could

The biggest objection to BYOD by far is security. To enhance

whether a reimbursement was taxable or not. Delaware ultimately

security on personally owned devices, the Retirement

chose to provide the reimbursement and required employees

Systems of Alabama (RSA), which manages public pension

to submit an already paid bill. The state also overcame the

funds for state and local employees, implemented a security

challenge with FOIA by centralizing email and maintaining a copy

tool that allows IT staﬀ to pinpoint the location of any device

of every transaction on the central servers so that a clean copy is

on the system that is reported lost or stolen, as long as it is

made available for discovery.

connecting to a data network.

be secured for Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and

9

75%
of the Equal Opportunity
Employment Commission
agency’s smartphones
were never used to make
phone calls.

[ ]
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THE TWO PATHS

CIOs of IT organizations have a choice between two paths:
BYOD or agency-owned devices.

Path 1
BYOD

Establish a BYOD policy.

Deﬁne the boundary between work and personal use.

In the ﬁrst scenario, the organization
will establish a policy that allows
individuals to bring personal devices
into the work context.

The policy should establish how the boundary
between work and personal information should
be maintained on the device. Technology
should be put in place to segregate data,
so that the work portion can be managed,
secured, and, if necessary, deleted at the
agency’s discretion.

Path 2
Agency-Owned
Devices

Select and purchase the devices.

•

Maintain and operate.

The other option is the agencyowned experience. There are certainly
some organizations that do not allow
employees to bring their own devices
to work. In this model, the government
organization chooses a speciﬁc set of
devices, purchases them and issues
them to their employees.

The organization then
maintains and operates
this equipment through
its lifecycle.

[26]
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POSITIVES

RISKS & PITFALLS

Increased customer satisfaction
and productivity.
When users are able to bring
in devices that they like, are
familiar with and are targeted
to their speciﬁc needs, they’re
more productive. The cost to the
organization is lower because
the device does not need to be
purchased.

Increased support costs.

Rise of “shadow IT.”

The need to maintain and
support such a large number
of devices on the endpoint
can increase operational
costs for organizations.

BYOD is also bringing back
some of the specter of
“shadow IT.” More IT activity
and innovation is taking place
outside the scope of a central
IT organization. The BYOD fad
may contribute to this trend.

RISKS & PITFALLS

POSITIVES
Higher security.

Decreased long-term maintenance costs.

It is typically
easier to secure
a few known
devices than a
large number of
unknown devices.

Decreased user satisfaction.

The potential pitfalls
are a decrease in user
satisfaction and less
eﬃcient use of users’ time.

Over the long term,
end-user support is likely to
be lower in this scenario.

[ ]
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INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS EITHER
EXPAND OR NARROW
FUTURE CHOICES

T

o summarize this report,
we ﬁrst need to look back
to historical examples of

infrastructure. The Work Progress
Administration era project, the Hoover
Dam, is still an impressive structure.
Similarly, the interstate highway
system remains a backbone for
moving people and goods across the
country — metropolitan bottlenecks
notwithstanding. Both pieces of
infrastructure were designed and built
in an expansive way. They’ve served
their respective purposes long and well.
Our IT enterprises are smaller
in scope, but that doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t plan and build in a way
that expands future opportunities for
serving the public. This is one of Teddy
Roosevelt’s “moments of decision.”

DAVID KIDD

It is time to do the right thing. ¨

For a list of endnotes,
download the Special Report
at www.govtech.com/library
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: NETAPP / CDW•G

Mobility.
Managed.
Integrate, control and simplify
mobility management with
experts who get IT.

obility has transformed our lives, allowing for unprecedented levels of productivity and an always-connected
mentality. For government, mobility means better
serving citizens through increased communication and
simpliﬁed processes.
The demand for greater mobility is also driving BYOD. Employees
want to be even more eﬃcient with the use of their personal devices,
and according to a recent survey, more than 75 percent of employees
report using their smartphone or other mobile device to access
work-related data.
However, if you are a CIO or other government leader, you know
that mobility can be a burden if left to its own devices. Greater
complexity and extra work for the IT department are hurdles every
government leader must overcome. Mobility also presents increased
security risks with which government must contend. According to
another recent survey, an astounding 83 percent of people who
found lost smartphones attempted to access corporate data on
the devices.
Reaping the rewards of mobility and BYOD in a secure,
manageable environment requires a strategy. CDW•G and
NetApp are here to help.

Security = Peace of Mind

Sponsored Content © 2013 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

M

For organizations that are ready to implement a mobility and
BYOD strategy but that want to apply consistent IT access policies
for improved IT compliance and control, CDW•G has partnered with
NetApp to oﬀer software, storage and services that boost productivity
while bolstering security.
The NetApp Connect mobility solution allows employees access
to data where it naturally resides — within SharePoint®, Active
Directory and intranet apps — directly from their smartphone or
tablet. Users gain enhanced productivity with documents and data
presented in pixel-perfect ﬁdelity. Security is strengthened because
the information does not physically reside on the user’s device.
To learn more about securing BYOD, please download our
reference guide at CDWG.com/byodguide, or visit CDW.com/byod

Moving Forward with Managed Mobility
Mobility is fraught with the potential for operational and ﬁnancial
hazards, but if implemented correctly it has the power to transform
government agencies by driving productivity, increasing employee
and citizen satisfaction, and reducing costs. CDW•G and NetApp
can help government organizations get on the right path with a
strategic plan that puts security ﬁrst.

Total Mobility Management
Smart decisions require strategic planning. CDW•G, an industryleading provider of custom technology solutions, can help with Total
Mobility Management (TMM) — a complete approach to acquiring,
managing and integrating mobility into an existing infrastructure.
TMM helps agencies get started with a mobility roadmap.
This essential tool prioritizes projects, outlines near-term and
long-term steps and milestones, and serves as an ongoing
checkpoint for progress.

For more information visit www.CDWG.com/NetApp

To learn more about Total Mobility Management,
visit CDWG.com/mobility

PCIO13_NetAppCDWG_Q4.indd 1
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: CISCO

APPROACHING THE CLOUD WITH CONFIDENCE
• Cisco Uniﬁed Data Center — combining computing,
networking, storage and management in a common platform
• The Cloud Intelligent Network — linking disparate
clouds and virtualizing connections within them for
better decision-making
• Cloud Applications — raising the bar on secure delivery
of mobile, social, visual and virtual services
• Cloud Enablement Services — supporting accelerated
deployment of cloud solutions and applications, with expert
strategizing, design, implementation and optimization

Sponsored Content

WHEN IT COMES TO CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURES,
governments have a big decision to make: whether to
build it or buy it. Several factors shape these decisions,
including cost, time to deploy, risk profile and experience.
Innovations in technology mean that organizations can now
provide voice, video, wireless, instant messaging, mobile
and conferencing services for their own jurisdictions. But
while DIY self-sufficiency offers potential cost savings,
the expenses involved with rollout, ticketing, application
support, help desk services and other must-haves can add
up fast and place new demands on traditional IT staff.
Cisco’s complete suite of cloud enablement solutions,
best practices and go-to-market strategy makes this choice
less risky, allowing government to outsource part or all of
its IT needs — on demand. This suite involves data center
technologies, solutions and a broad breadth of partners.

Many of these cloud solutions have contributed to increased
government workforce productivity, allowing collaboration
among staﬀ using diﬀerent devices anywhere — an eﬃciency
that keeps teams nimble and helps stretch budgets.
CLOUD WITH CONFIDENCE
IT infrastructure is only as powerful as its accessibility,
security and intelligent use. Cisco’s tested go-to-market
cloud enablement strategy allows government to focus on
its mission while providing better service to constituents.
As a leader in the industry, Cisco secures and optimizes
data at rest or in transit, so government can “cloud with
conﬁdence” and ease when they begin to connect “clouds”
(hybrid) to improve availability, scalability and ﬂexibility.

DO MORE WITH LESS
If building a cloud infrastructure doesn’t draw from
your team’s core competencies, Cisco has an extensive
list of certified (i.e., Cisco Powered) hosted cloud
providers that make it easier to get started, deploy
services, connect with constituents and scale capacity
as needed. These partners have made significant
investments in the following Cisco data center portfolio:

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CISCO’S CLOUD SOLUTIONS, VISIT
www.cisco.com/go/cloudforgov

PCIO13_Cisco_Q4.indd 1
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: XEROX

Thought Leader.
Trusted Advisor.
Innovation Partner.
Our culture is innovation hungry, always on the hunt
for newer, faster, better ways of doing things. We want
to stay on the cutting edge and also simplify our complex,
crowded lives. Disruptive technologies like mobile devices,
social media and the cloud keep us seamlessly connected to
more people in more ways than ever before.
GETTYIMAGES.COM

Government agencies are now realizing how essential it is to
keep pace with the broader trend. Cities, states and federal
agencies are working to redesign infrastructure and incorporate
technologies in innovative ways to meet the expectations of
their tech-savvy constituents.
Operational innovation. One of the most difﬁcult and ongoing
problems in government beneﬁt programs is fraud. Some
$6 billion to $10 billion in state beneﬁt disbursements are lost
to fraud each year. This extraordinary loss of public funds takes
money away from the intended and deserving recipients, and
it places a huge burden on already tight government budgets.
Tech-savvy criminals are targeting government agencies for their
payday; it takes innovative and adaptive technologies to block
their efforts.

Innovation is one of the most inﬂuential principles at Xerox and a
core component of everything we do. It’s the driving force behind
every product and service that we provide.

Sponsored Content © 2013 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

For us, innovation isn’t just an abstract concept. To develop our
innovative solutions, we sit with key government constituents to
fully understand their core issues and apply that knowledge directly
to our research and development efforts.
Then, we apply our innovation best practices to solve our clients’
biggest challenges, and through the strategic application of innovative
technology, transform the business of government.
Technology innovation can involve powerful systems, new ways
of thinking, or both. For example, government agencies and their
constituents beneﬁt from our innovative approach to cloud computing.
Our ﬂexible, on-demand model — which can include hosted
collaboration solutions, mobile device management, or infrastructure,
back-up, disaster recovery, application testing, or desktop provided as
a service — brings new agility to government IT management,
delivering security, ﬂexibility, and savings. Other innovative ways we
work with our IT clients in government include true consumptionbased pricing models and web-based services catalogs.

R

$

Techniques include:
• Sophisticated authentication and validation tools
• Automating eligibility veriﬁcation
• Using analytics and mapping to detect suspicious activity
more effectively

Even though we’re using some of the most advanced methods
for discovering and developing these new innovations, it’s all done
with a simple, clear ideal in mind: to help our customers simplify
the ways work gets done so they can focus on what matters to
them — their real business.

Want to know more about how Xerox can help you apply innovation to solve your
toughest challenges? Visit us at www.xerox.com/govITinnovation
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EVERYONE WINS
WHEN AGENCIES
WORK AS ONE.
Sprint is the choice for organizations needing to do more with less. Talk to a Sprint representative to learn about
new solutions like: Smart Scouter, the real-time motion detector; Trimble Fleet Management, the mapping/data
analysis technology; and CheckVideo®, the intelligent video surveillance and alarm veriﬁcation solution. Sprint
Mobility Management can empower all your people and provide administrative support whenever you need it.
Our 4G LTE network means secure connectivity. Sprint wireless solutions are designed to help you manage
your resources, improve your citizen services, and better enable your entire team.
Get your team working as one.
1-866-815-2229

sprint.com/ﬂag

Sprint 4G LTE network available in limited markets and for select applications and devices.
Sprint 4G LTE network reaches over 100 markets, on select devices. See sprint.com/coverage for details. Sprint 3G network reaches over 275 million people. Sprint 4G LTE devices
will not operate on the Sprint 4G (WiMAX) network. Additional fees apply. LTE is a trademark of ETSI. ©2013 Sprint. All rights reserved. Sprint and the logo are trademarks of Sprint.
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: HP

HP:
Helping Government
Navigate the Cloud
and Consolidation
Environment
Is your public agency looking to take full advantage of the gains promised
by data center consolidation, cloud computing and other IT initiatives,
but wary of a journey filled with diﬃcult choices and potential hurdles?
HP Infrastructure Technology Outsourcing (ITO) and Cloud Computing
services provide government entities with the expert hands needed to
navigate the complex issues and decisions necessary to get you where
you need to go.
As a trusted partner to government, HP oﬀers consulting and managed
services to help agencies tackle ambitious initiatives, implement
solutions and manage the breadth of traditional daily IT operations.

To help government agencies prepare for their transition and
expansion to cloud computing and to control costs through the
eﬀective outsourcing of daily IT operations, HP also includes
consulting and services in these key categories:
• Data Center: To manage the growing complexities of the
data center environment aligning needs with business goals.
• Networking: To optimize network, application performance
and network eﬃciency.
• Security: To allow safe, secure collaboration inside and outside
organization boundaries.
• Workplace: To provide automated, mobile and personalized
services to transform and manage the workplace.
• Enterprise Service Management: To manage IT services and
suppliers eﬃciently using HP applications, tools and processes.

Sponsored Content

Moving Quickly Toward the Cloud
Organizations are looking to capture the savings, the cost control and the
eﬃciencies available through shared services and data center consolidation.
HP’s cloud expertise can provide support every step of the journey. Many
organizations, for example, seek to consolidate, automate and virtualize
their infrastructure and applications environments to prepare for cloud
computing. Others are contemplating which data, applications and workloads are a good fit for the cloud, and what cloud solution is most suitable.
Some are using private clouds, virtual private, community or public clouds
while others are moving toward a secure hybrid environment between
traditional IT and cloud.

As public organizations continue to look to IT for savings and eﬃciencies,
creating partnerships for some — or all — IT operations can help them
better serve constituents, support their workforce and focus on core
activities. HP provides expert guidance at every step to get you from
Point A to Point B.

Whatever their focus, HP helps agencies map out the course and
navigate those complexities with oﬀerings that include:
• Technology and consulting to help organizations define their cloud
strategy and roadmap and shape their own secure, private cloud solution.
• A flexible suite of managed cloud services (on-site or oﬀ-site) that
allow a secure hybrid environment to unify business, applications,
platform and infrastructure functions.
• Managed public cloud solutions that let agencies gain eﬃciency
and cost control benefits immediately.
• Assisting public sector customers with enabling the management of
their traditional and cloud computing environments by establishing
hybrid operating models.

It’s time to embark on your journey.
To learn more about HP ITO services, visit www.hp.com/enterprise/ito
To learn more about HP Converged Cloud and our end to end
cloud solutions, visit www.hp.com/cloud

To get started, please contact Fred Duball, Data Center Service Line Leader, US Public Sector, HP Enterprise Services.
Fred.Duball@hp.com, T 804-212-9535
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: VMWARE

Taking Virtualization
and Cloud Computing
to the Next Level

subscription supports existing workloads and new application
development. It gives IT administrators and architects a common
platform to seamlessly extend data centers to the cloud using
existing tools. Oﬀerings include Dedicated Cloud and Virtual Private
Cloud services, which expand to meet evolving capacity needs.

ublic agencies spend the majority of their IT budgets —
79 percent according to a recent survey by MeriTalk —
maintaining and updating legacy systems. When so
much is spent maintaining status quo, it comes as no surprise
that meaningful, enterprise-wide transformation remains elusive.
VMware, the global leader in virtualization and cloud computing,
has approached IT transformation with government customers via
three distinct — but related — pillars. These pillars are: softwaredeﬁned data centers, hybrid cloud service and end user computing.

P

End User Computing

Software-Deﬁned Data Centers

Sponsored Content

Software-deﬁned data centers allow organizations to eliminate
physical servers and other hardware to save signiﬁcantly on capital
and legacy system expenses. Routine tasks that consumed IT
staﬀ time can be fully automated by intelligent software, freeing
employees to work on higher-concept projects.
VMware leads the way with a complete set of proven technologies
that help agencies successfully build and operate a software-deﬁned
data center, including vCloud Suite (private cloud), and more.
A large midwestern state recently underwent a consolidation initiative, virtualizing 1,400 servers and removing 180 physical servers
from the state data center. The state expects to save $10 million
over the next three years as a direct result of the consolidation.

By letting workers securely access their desktop applications
and settings from any device, organizations continue to win
unexpected productivity gains and reduce costs. VMware Horizon
View software can help organizations capture these beneﬁts
while providing users a secure, high-quality experience.
A child protective services agency recently deployed thin clients
to each of its case workers and to provide application access using
the VMware ﬁeld employee desktop access solution. By using thin
clients rather than PCs, the agency provided devices to each of its
ﬁeld case workers at about half the upfront price and was able to
reduce its IT staﬀ support burden.
VMware’s proven solutions and architectures can help government agencies expand and expedite transformation while reducing
costs, increasing IT personnel’s productivity and delivering
value to users and citizens. Contact us today to learn more.
To learn more how virtualization and cloud computing can help
agencies expand their IT horizons, visit VMware.com

Hybrid Cloud Service
Transferring data into a mix of cloud types allows agencies
to tap the scalability and cost savings oﬀered by public clouds,
while also shielding their most sensitive data in private clouds.
Agencies can conﬁdently manage this complex environment
with a secure infrastructure-as-a-service cloud oﬀering. Owned
and operated by VMware, the term-based vCloud Hybrid
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: COX

PUT AN END TO UNPLANNED OUTAGES
Advanced Technology — and Personalized Support — keep government agency networks
highly redundant and resilient
• Easily scalable network solutions and cloud services to
provide redundancy in case of disaster or disruption
• Dual network connectivity to support VoIP phone
systems, internet connectivity and distance learning
• The ability to operate a wide-area network that supports
numerous satellite sites with the simplicity of a local
area network

Oh, the trouble public agency data centers have seen

Sponsored Content

According to a recent survey by Government Technology
magazine, nearly 40 percent of public organizations experienced
ﬁve or more IT outages in a year. And over 50 percent cite the
need for stronger network redundancy as a top network priority.
Telecommunications leader Cox Business helps government entities avoid these unplanned outages, which can hit agency pocketbooks to the tune of more than $100,000 each day. Cox couples
the latest ﬁber optics and coaxial technology with industry leading
service to deliver the highest levels of business continuity and
disaster recovery.

Customers also beneﬁt because Cox builds and maintains
its own ﬁber network, so its technicians remain knowledgeable
and well equipped to troubleshoot any potential issue.

Reliability with Hybrid Fiber-Coaxial (HFC)

Customer care with a personal touch

Cox oﬀers government agencies many options. It can serve as a
primary bandwidth supplier, gearing custom packages and cloud
services to agencies with single or multiple sites. Or, Cox can be one
of several redundant Internet providers to ensure maximum uptime.
Its HFC platform oﬀers a highly reliable ﬁber backbone, with coaxial
cable to connect customers to that backbone. HFC is known as a
cost-eﬀective technology capable of transporting large amounts of
data — including video and voice— with low noise and interference.
Cox Business technology adeptly allows agencies and schools
to supply the services stakeholders, constituents, teachers and
students expect, using:

Even with upgraded, innovative technology, public agencies
wind up without access to outstanding service. Cox Business
addresses this need by assigning a support team to each of
its public customers. The team typically includes an account
manager, sales engineer and billing coordinator, and a local
technical assistance center and a network operations center.
Interested in learning more about how Cox can aid your agency?
A Cox Business representative can conduct a thorough review of
your organization’s requirements, including infrastructure needs and
uptime to assemble a solution plan.

To get started, visit coxbusiness.com/government.
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: CA TECHNOLOGIES

CA Technologies:
Moving to capture all the benefits
of BYOD securely with advanced
API management
Governments’ growing mandate to do more

API Gateways: Oﬀer a highly eﬀective mobile access that includes
API security, data ﬁltering and integration with leading access
control systems. Other CA API Gateways let organizations expose
APIs securely and connect seamlessly with cloud and serviceoriented architecture (SOA) initiatives.

with fewer resources is less forgiving than ever. To save time and
expense as they seek to prosper from the bring-your-own-device
(BYOD) movement, many public agencies are forgoing a traditional
“rip and replace” approach in favor of using application programming interfaces, or APIs. APIs let organizations reuse existing
application “services” to build new apps that empower their mobile
employees and constituents.
Allowing access to government APIs — such as providing airport
status and delay information to travel Web sites — also means
exposing internal data and applications to outside developers and
partners, and to mobile apps and cloud services.

API Portal: Provides a place where mobile app developers may
access, learn about, discover and register for available public APIs.
API Service Management: Allows agencies to easily monitor and
manage API performance using a real-time dashboard for proxy operations, versioning, lifecycle and use across data centers and the cloud.
OAuth Toolkit: Allows users to simply and eﬃciently leverage their
identity for authorization and secure access management when
using the CA SecureSpan API Proxy as a mobile access gateway.

Sponsored Content

Highly secure and cost eﬀective
To help ensure that sharing is safe and cost eﬃcient, CA provides an
API Management suite of products to help organizations leverage APIs
to more fully enable their mobile users. The CA Layer 7 API Security
& Management Suite lets public agencies “externalize” their APIs in a
secure, reliable, manageable way when addressing mobile app development, BYOD and cloud connectivity. It can assist them in successfully tackling the related challenges of performance management and
data adaptation as well. Key components include:

When it comes to BYOD, government agencies stand to gain
much from enabling employees and constituents looking to access
information from their smart devices. Tapping APIs can help them
get there more quickly and cost eﬀectively, but only if they choose
the most eﬀective software tools.

To learn more about the CA Layer 7 API Security & Management Suite, visit

http://www.ca.com/us/api-security-and-management.aspx
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More Services.
Less Cost.
Ciena’s intelligent networking
helps government agencies fulfill
their missions and maximize
network efficiency.

In this economic climate, can government agencies
operate with fewer resources and still fulfill their mission
and commitment to constituents?

efficiently and cost-effectively reduce redundant networks,
consolidate data centers and invest in cloud infrastructure
to access emerging low-cost virtual computing platforms.

The answer is yes.
A trusted and proven partner to state and local goverments since 1992, Ciena helps government improve
network infrastructure to reduce costs, increase functionality
and availability, and better respond to the needs of
constituents.

Build a Foundation to Meet Constituent Needs
Ciena’s expertise in intelligent network infrastructure
allows agencies to expand services in vital areas including
health care, education and public safety. When delivering
constituent services, reliability is paramount and security is
critical. Ciena helps government agencies ensure sensitive
data and information will be available quickly and securely.
Government can work faster — and at a lower cost — than
ever before.

How can Ciena help your government agency?
Government networks face greater capacity demands
than ever before. Ciena’s collaborative approach begins
with a network analysis that helps government leaders
understand their network needs now and prepare to scale
in the future.

Mission: Possible
Delivering more services at less cost is a tall order. Ciena’s
network specialist expertise helps agencies build a robust
network infrastructure, allowing them to get back to the
business of fulfilling their true mission: improving quality of
life for citizens through the effective delivery of services.

Ciena lowers network costs by tailoring solutions to each
agency’s unique needs and optimizing network infrastructure with intelligent solutions. Ciena enables agencies to

Ciena helps government agencies build a modern and efficient network that advances every mission
through assured networking that is trusted, reliable, and secure—ensuring the right information is
delivered to the right place every time. As agencies face an explosion of voice, video, storage and data
traffic, Ciena enables a smooth transition to highly adaptable networks that simplify operations and
maximize application performance. Ciena’s solutions are proven in networks with Department of Defense
agencies and others within the federal, state and local marketplace.
For more information please go to www.ciena.com/sig
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: SYMANTEC

Plan Today for Disaster Tomorrow:

Symantec Keeps
IT Up and Running
Symantec builds cost-eﬀective plans that intersect all data
tiers, locations, personnel, procedures and technologies. Its
solutions for recovery and continuity protect mission-critical
data and help teams avoid disruption by:

isasters that impact IT come in many shapes, from
hurricanes, ﬂoods and ﬁres to cyber attacks and solar
ﬂares. Before circumstances disrupt organizational
communications and endanger public safety, CIOs need to
ask themselves two critical questions: Do we have a business
continuity plan? Do we have a disaster recovery plan?
Symantec is known as a leader in data protection and
management, but what they really do is provide assurance
— or to put it another way, give the peace of mind that comes
from helping organizations prepare for catastrophic IT failure
that puts them — and their constituents — at risk.
Symantec solutions guide organizations through the
preparation punch list, focusing on crucial applications and
connections to other systems on which agencies depend.

D

D Implementing strategic technologies, adopting

integrated cloud for oﬀsite storage and automating
conversion to virtualization, so standby machines
are ready
D Ensuring that engineers are well-versed in plan speciﬁcs
D Reviewing and testing plans
Symantec strategists will work with you to ensure that if
trouble hits, your backup is ready to go and your engineers
are prepared.

Sponsored Content

Mission-Critical Data Protection
Symantec’s Backup Exec Family and Data Loss Prevention
technologies are the gold standard in uniﬁed backup and
recovery, providing a competitive edge when it’s business
as usual and swift recovery when disaster strikes, with:
D Virtual machine protection
D Data deduplication
D Bare metal recovery, replication and archiving

Public Sector Priority
When budgets are tight and resources are strapped,
disaster planning and business continuation can often be
put on the back burner, but public sector organizations can’t
aﬀord to wait. Protect mission-critical data and avoid disruption with leading-edge technologies that will keep you up and
running — no matter what.

Learn more about Symantec products and services at www.symantec.com.
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: DELPHIX

Database Management in an Agile World

Virtually Possible — Fast, Aﬀordable

database server and storage system, data is virtualized and shared as
virtual copies across environments.
Deployment takes place in minutes, swiftly synchronizing data
from sources and rendering virtual data environments in a few clicks.
Instead of waiting for days or weeks to receive a copy of a 5 TB test
database, a Delphix customer can create a virtual copy in just two
minutes, taking just one-tenth of the storage space typically needed.
As a result, test engineers can perform more tests, with better data,
to ensure higher application quality. Rolled out across an entire
project, this simpliﬁcation can mean a 50 percent reduction in project
schedules and a 90 percent reduction in storage — a huge beneﬁt
when undertaking:
• application development and consolidation
• ERP implementations
• database upgrades
• data center migration
• data protection
• data warehousing

Delphix provides a modern, ﬂexible, software-based architecture to
replace expensive, slow hardware.
The Delphix Agile Data Platform unlocks data and eliminates the
prohibitive time required to create test databases needed for enterprise
applications. Using breakthrough technology that slips between the

The Delphix advantage brings a new agility and power to IT operations. By implementing database virtualization, staﬀ are released from
the constraints of physical infrastructure, freeing them up for other
things — like greater productivity.

he data renaissance of the last decade may be a global
phenomenon and economic driver, but the massive upsurge
in applications and data creates its own set of challenges
for agencies and organizations: overloaded infrastructure, delayed
projects, and wasted productivity.
Application projects can become a management nightmare, with
proper test data needed for developers, test engineers, and support
staﬀ, and operational data needed for reporting and business intelligence. Given the time and eﬀort required to create, refresh, and restore
databases for each test cycle, public sector CIOs constrained by deadlines and ﬁxed costs may often cut testing short — a decision that may
result in very public errors that can taint perceptions about
a project’s viability.
Tied to physical hardware, databases remain clunky in an IT world
grown increasingly agile, but there’s a solution that lies in between this
rock and hard place.

Sponsored Content

T

Learn more about agile data management at www.delphix.com.
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CENTER FOR DIGITAL
GOVERNMENT

The Center for Digital Government,
a division of e.Republic, is a national research

After a successful career

and advisory institute on information

as a private sector

technology policies and best practices in state

software executive, Miri

and local government. Through its diverse and

was appointed by the Texas Governor to the

dynamic programs and services, the Center

top regulatory board overseeing statewide

provides public and private sector leaders with

electronic government. He went on to lead

decision support, knowledge and opportunities

transformational projects for two successive

to help them eﬀectively incorporate new

Texas State Chief Technology Oﬃcers and

technologies in the 21st century.

has become an advisor and close conﬁdant

www.centerdigitalgov.com

to leading state and local government CIOs
around the nation. As the former Director of
E-Government and Web Services for the State
of Texas, Miri led the state to breakthrough
results of 829 online services, 83 million citizen
ﬁnancial transactions, and $5 billion in online

Public CIO, a division of e.Republic,

revenue. He helped found three web-based

is an award-winning platform dedicated to

technology companies that leveraged Web

technology thought leadership in federal,

2.0 and cloud computing to achieve dramatic

state and local government. Through print,

results for clients in the commercial markets.

online and a portfolio of events, Public CIO

Miri has been a passionate advocate of next

provides CIOs and key enterprise leaders

generation Internet technologies for more

with career critical insights on leading

than a decade and is a nationally recognized

and navigating the innovative trends

speaker and author on government technology.

creating eﬃciencies, driving collaboration
and impacting government services.
www.public-cio.com
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DISCOVER

FUTURESTRUCTURE,
a new initiative from the
Governing Institute and the
Center for Digital Government.
FutureStructure is a
framework for thinking
through and solving the
challenges faced in
building economically
and socially robust
communities.

Read our ﬁrst two issues at

www.futurestructure.com

A New Framework
How Ideas Drive What We Build

Looking at a city as a system — or a system of
systems — can help community leaders reap
large, previously unrealized rewards. Water, waste
and energy systems — and how they can work
together — is the focus of this issue.

The same old problems need to be handled with fresh
solutions. This issue uses the FutureStructure framework
to highlight solutions to some of the challenges around
transportation systems and the built environment.
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BY JUSTINE BROWN

|

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BRAINS
OVER
BRAWN

Software-defined networking, which replaces traditional
network hardware with software, is the latest technology
buzz. But what potential does it have for government?

H

ype is the norm in the technology industry.
In many cases, it’s just that. But in the case
of software-deﬁned networking (SDN), the
hype may be justiﬁed. Industry experts say
SDN could change the network landscape as we know it.
For years, networks have relied on hardware devices
like routers to direct traffic across network infrastructure. SDN removes control from individual devices and
centralizes that authority in a software application called
a controller. The new approach promises better network
management — because the controller makes decisions
based on an end-to-end view of the network — and more
precise control over traffic ﬂow because it enables prioritizing, de-prioritizing or even blocking of speciﬁc types
of information packets.
SDN has had a sudden and rapid rise to the spotlight,
but the idea isn’t new.
“SDN has been brewing for a while,” said Kelly Herrell,
vice president and general manager of the software
networking business unit of Brocade. “But in just the past
year or so it’s gone from basically an idea to something
networking vendors say may be their model for future
enterprise network management.”

The fast growth of cloud solutions had a good deal to do
with SDN’s rise. SDN is especially helpful in a multi-tenant
cloud computing architecture because it allows traffic
loads to be managed ﬂexibly and efficiently. Cloud service
providers were quick to jump on SDN because they needed
to make frugal decisions about infrastructure in order to
provide services cheaply.
“With SDN, cloud providers and others can manipulate the
network infrastructure,” Herrell said. “Instead of buying an
inﬂexible, expensive hardware device, they can use a virtual
switch for a much lower cost.”
Driven by the current push to consolidate and virtualize
servers, the federal government did not take long to realize
the potential of SDN. A Juniper study of 250 federal IT
management executives and IT professionals released in
August found that 61 percent consider SDN an important
factor in their future network buying decisions. Thirty-four
percent of federal IT professionals said they plan to adopt
SDN within two years.
“Those are high numbers given government is not known
for jumping in on a high cycle as early as this one,” said Mark
Belk, Juniper’s chief architect for national government.
“But the interest is understandable given the potential effi-
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DAVID KIDD

Utah Chief Technical
Architect Bob Woolley
says SDN can help
with application optimization in state and
local government.
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BRAINS OVER BRAWN

ciencies that can be gained. Government IT executives
recognize the role SDN plays in fostering innovation and
cutting operational costs.”

H

errell of Brocade praised federal agencies for
being fast to virtualize services, but said that in
some cases virtualization created new issues.
SDN not only ﬁts the new environment like a glove, it
also solves a few challenges.
“These virtualized environments are like everyone
jumping into the pool,” he said. “That’s not the way
infrastructure is supposed to be designed. There should
be differentiation and separation of data and applications. With SDN, you get a virtual router that allows
that separation, but through the use of software instead
of hardware.”
SDN essentially takes server virtualization and
brings it to the network and storage levels. Once these
three levels of infrastructure have been virtualized, and
management and control of those resources is automated by software, the data center becomes dramatically
more agile. Experts say such features present vast possibilities to IT managers, who will be able to centralize
network operations, set up uniﬁed network control and
continuous monitoring, and take better advantage of
cloud capabilities.
“Government demand for SDN stems from a combination of things, one of which is the need for IT to
respond faster. It shouldn’t take two years to bring new
IT services to market,” said Herrell. “Government is at
the point where it has to do something different because
the status quo is just not working.”
SDN’s business drivers include agility, simplicity and
lower total cost of ownership, said Lauren Cooney, senior
director of software strategy and marketing at Cisco.
“With SDN, an agency can deploy a new application in
two hours instead of two weeks.”
According to a MeriTalk report released in July,
more than half of the 152 federal IT managers surveyed

say their agency can’t acquire IT resources in a timely
manner. In addition, respondents report spending more
than 79 percent of their IT budgets, or $62 billion annually, updating and maintaining legacy environments,
and 73 percent of their time performing routine tasks
like provisioning equipment and services to end users,
loading patch updates, and backing up and restoring
ﬁles. These tasks, which SDN can automate, cost an estimated $4.7 billion each year in productivity, according to
the study.
“SDN is going to have a strong position with federal
government because it makes the infrastructure more
ﬂexible and efficient,” Herrell said. “And it’s not just
a 10 percent improvement; we are talking 90 percent
improvement.”
SDN also allows an agency’s data to be used for more
proactive management and monitoring and to create a
better user experience. Many federal agencies deal with
some type of seasonal IT infrastructure ebb and ﬂow. Things
like the start of ﬂu season or a natural disaster can cause a
sudden spike in demand and require more infrastructure
capacity. Agencies typically have two options for dealing
with these situations: They can spend a bundle to build an
infrastructure that’s prepared for the few times they need
90 percent capacity, or they could do nothing and be caught
ﬂat-footed. SDN lets network administrators accommodate
traffic spikes by allowing them to quickly change network
rules or make other modiﬁcations.
“A network needs to be able to adjust to run applications in the best environment at any given time,” Cooney
said. “SDN is about enabling that environment.”

T

he federal government is reacting quickly to
SDN, but adoption in state and local government may take longer. Because states and localities were much quicker to implement IT consolidation,
they may now lag on implementing SDN.
“The feds may get there ﬁrst because they have a lot of
consolidation going on and network switching is certainly

SDN: A Closer Look
network; the other is SDN
within the infrastructure,
which allows more efficient
traffic management.
When a packet arrives
at a switch in a conventional network, rules
built into the switch’s
proprietary firmware tell
it where to forward the
packet. The switch sends

SDN originally evolved
from work done at the
University of California,
Berkeley and Stanford
University around 2008.
Basically SDN breaks
network connectivity down
into two layers: one is
virtual connectivity in which
overlay tools allow changes
to be made quickly in the

every packet going to the
same destination along
the same path. But in a
software-defined network,
a network administrator
can shape traffic from a
centralized control console
without having to touch
individual switches.
SDN has secured
significant mind-share in

the market, in large part
because service providers
and the enterprise alike
see the possibility
of achieving greater
simplicity, agility and
lower total cost of ownership, according to Lauren
Cooney, senior director
of software strategy and
marketing at Cisco.
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BRAINS OVER BRAWN

a big issue for them,” said Bob Woolley, chief technical
architect of Utah. “A lot of states have already virtualized
their data centers and normalized their switching infrastructure, so SDN doesn’t have as much appeal there.”
Where SDN may hold value for state and local government is in application optimization — a challenge facing
many agencies, Woolley said.
“It’s theoretically possible with a software
switching fabric to easily move information from one
point to the next on the most efficient path and to do
it all using software,” he said. “That’s kind of cool and
could be very effective. It could allow us to have applications running at disparate points, in our own data
center or in a cloud data center somewhere else, and
then coming back across a common switching fabric
that gives us optimal performance. I think that’s really
where this is going.”
Woolley saw evidence of SDN’s appeal when Utah
released an RFP earlier this year that had signiﬁcant
potential for the application of SDN technology. “All the
states I talked to were interested in this one,” he said.
“That told me this is an important category, and it also
told me where the future is going.”
But before CIOs make the move to SDN, they should
have a clear understanding of what SDN can and cannot
do for them.
According to the Juniper study, 58 percent of the IT
managers surveyed that were familiar with SDN had
two or more misconceptions about its implementation.
For instance, Belk said, 11 percent thought SDN could
only be applied at data centers, and 15 percent thought
it required manual conﬁguration.
SDN also raises concerns from a security perspective, particularly around the controller, which allows the
control panel from each system to be centrally managed.
Once the “brains” have been taken out of the routers or
switches and replaced with the new controller, the security of the controller becomes paramount.
“Knowing who has access to the controller and
where it resides on the network is a big security

concern,” Belk said. “Access to the controller could
potentially give complete control to an attacker, so it’s
vital that it is secured.”
Without those safeguards, the network becomes
vulnerable to malicious attacks or accidental changes.
“Organizations need to ensure that security is a primary
consideration in the design, deployment and management of SDNs,” Belk said.

E

xperts say a transition by government to the
software-deﬁned enterprise could take three
years or more. But once it takes off, SDN may
also provide beneﬁts in terms of the consolidation of
resources. “IT services could be consolidated for a state
or even between states to give them a bigger bang for
their buck,” said Belk. “Or a large city could help support
smaller communities in the state that can’t afford sophisticated IT infrastructure on their own.”
Wide adoption of SDN may have implications for
procurement as well. Belk said SDN breaks network
connectivity down into two layers: one is virtual connectivity in which overlay tools allow changes to be made
quickly in the network; the other is SDN within the infrastructure, which allows more efficient traffic management.
As agencies virtualize overlay services, the procurement
model for some of those services may change. Belk said
Juniper has already had to change its licensing structure
as a result.
“You’ll see some of the networking functions become
more like software components in how they are licensed,”
he said. “That also means the enterprise CIO can begin
to discuss enterprise-level contracts, which give him or
her the ability to add services under an existing contract
without having to go through an entirely new procurement. Potentially, the CIO gains agility in that manner
as well.” ¨
Justine Brown is a California-based writer.
justinebrown@comcast.net

There’s strong industry
support for standardizing
SDN technology. The Open
Networking Foundation is
a user-driven organization
dedicated to the promotion
and adoption of SDN
through open standards.
As part of its quest to
make SDN a commercial
reality that meets

”What’s driving this is
the increasing number of
devices, continued bandwidth growth and the need
to provision services faster,” Cooney said. ”In turn,
customers are looking
for SDN to enable the efficient interconnections
of networks, data centers
and endpoints.”

customer needs, the Open
Networking Foundation
is developing open
standards such as the
OpenFlow Standard
and the OpenFlow
Configuration and
Management Protocol
Standard. The OpenFlow
Standard is the first
and only vendor-neutral

standard communications
interface defined
between the control and
forwarding layers of an
SDN architecture.
Juniper, Cisco,
Hewlett-Packard, AlcatelLucent, Dell, Brocade and
VMware are some of the
leading SDN technology
providers today.
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BY SHARON DAWES AND THERESA PARDO
EDITOR’S NOTE: Since the inception of Public CIO, the University at Albany’s Center for
Technology in Government (CTG) has been a frequent and welcome contributor. Created
at the dawn of e-government, the CTG has had front-row seats for the public sector’s ongoing technology-powered transformation. But far from being a passive observer, the center
has worked directly with hundreds of government organizations to implement innovative
ideas and prove new concepts. Along the way, the CTG translated its experiences into best
practices and practical guidance that have helped shape the state of the art for public CIOs.
This year, the center celebrates its 20th anniversary. To mark the occasion, we
asked CTG Founding Director Sharon Dawes and current Director Theresa Pardo to
compile some essential advice for effectively using technology in the public sector.

INN O
JESSICA MULHOLLAND

I

We fundamentally believe that innovation is a function of creative exploration
of the interdependencies among public
policy, public management, information resources and technologies in use.
Too often we’ve seen governments
struggle to apply a popular strategy, policy or technological solution to their local
context to no productive end. We’ve seen
large central government agencies install
multimillion dollar systems that fail for
lack of consideration of the culture and
capabilities of the intended user community. We’ve seen small municipalities
spend $50,000 on systems because they
work for their peers, only to discover
too late that the system doesn’t work for
them because of inherent differences
in capability, structure or management.
With no money left to make it work, their
staff members still do time cards by hand
or collect data on clipboards. Systems
lie dormant while processes remain
slow and mystifying for frustrated and
underserved citizens and communities.
At the same time, we’ve seen amazing successes where innovations flourish thanks to thoughtful analysis of
what is both possible and advisable
in a specific time and place. Twenty
years of work with some of the bravest
and brightest public-sector innovators has generated practical lessons,
empirical evidence and analytical
tools all designed to gather and exploit
deep contextual knowledge that tips
the balance in favor of success.

n 1993, then-New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo announced the creation
of the Center for Technology
in Government “to pursue new ways
of applying technologies directly to
the practical problems of information
management and service delivery in
the public sector.” The idea behind
CTG came from state government IT
leaders who wanted to try new ideas
for using information and technology
to improve government. They worked
closely with us to invent CTG as a
place where they could explore and
experiment before making big investments in technical, organizational
and institutional transformation.
Today, we work with governments
worldwide, often collaborating with
academics, private firms and nongovernmental organizations. Our scope
and reach are much wider, but our
philosophy is unchanged. We work with
government to find innovative solutions to pressing public problems. We
share globally what we learn from each
project. We work with actively engaged
partners in and out of the public sector
who understand that innovation is hard
work with both risks and rewards.
Throughout our 20-year history,
we have emphasized how the societal
context and institutional character of
government interact with information and communication technologies
to shape the capabilities and influence
the performance of the public sector.
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Theresa Pardo
is director of
the Center for
Technology in
Government.

N OVATOR’S DIARY
The Center for Technology in Government offers lessons learned from two decades of public-sector IT.
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INNOVATOR’S DIARY

These lessons have stood the tests of
time. Take the evolving focus on data as
an example. A 1995 effort to build an open
data community (although we didn’t call
it that then) produced a prototype spatial
data repository and a statewide data sharing program for New York that still exists
today. A U.S. National Archives project
to build a planning tool for “electronic
records access” in 2002 identified the
fundamentals for planning today’s open
data initiatives. A 2005 project, which
identified the unexploited value of the
data in local land records, now contributes
to new thinking about the emerging field
of policy informatics. Our work on capability assessment for information sharing, initially drawn from work with the
justice community, contributed recently
to an open data road map for the government of Nigeria and to new insights
for NASA about its open data efforts.
In the spirit of our knowledge sharing philosophy and in celebration of our
20th anniversary, we offer these few
timeless lessons to innovators everywhere who want to put IT to work better
for government and service to society.

Sharon Dawes, founding director
of the CTG, led the organization
from 1993 to 2005.

Innovative capability goes far beyond the technical aspects;
it also encompasses policy and organizational capability.
other half thought it was for local officials to use themselves. Different users,
different goals, different expectations.
From the earliest projects, we learned
that critical decisions and understandings
like this have to made explicit “before
the beginning,” that is, before a project
team is fully established, before a timeline
is set up, before the budget is allocated,
and before any technology decisions are
made. This “phase 0” is absolutely necessary. Don’t skip it because you can’t do a
full-blown evaluation. Do what you can.
Start by identifying and listening to
stakeholders, gather some basic descriptive and quantitative information about
the situation, and investigate at least a
few existing approaches taken by others.
Think of this as a version of the 80-20
rule. Eighty percent of your problems
down the road can be traced to skipping the 20 percent of effort you should
have spent before the beginning.

LESSON 1
Pay attention to Phase 0 —
“before the beginning.”

In project after project, we’ve seen
how untested — and even unspoken
— assumptions at the outset almost
guarantee unnecessary delay, expense
and dysfunction down the line.
An example from a project to improve
financial services to local governments
highlights the need for what we call
“before the beginning analysis.” The basic
idea of this project was to standardize
and share information about municipal
finances among a half dozen regional
offices and the state central office so
problems could be spotted early and
the right kinds of technical assistance
could be offered at the right time. It
was simple on the surface. However,
half the project team started the initiative thinking this data resource was
being created to assist state officials who
work with local governments and the

LESSON 2
Understand that capability is
multidimensional.

Innovative capability goes far beyond the
technical aspects; it also encompasses

policy and organizational capability —
and the ways they influence each other.
Technical advances make many innovations possible, but technical expertise
isn’t enough. You also need the capability
to engender organizational and institutional adaptation and change. Research
and experience both tell us that innovation planning and management regularly fail to critically assess the range of
capabilities needed to succeed. Our view
of capability helps innovators take into
account the importance of context and
four key characteristics of full capability.
First, capability is multidimensional — it comprises a variety of
essential attributes: leadership, readiness, governance, policies, data assets,
technical knowledge and more. All of
these contribute to overall capability.
Second, capability is complementary — high or low overall levels of
capability can result from different
combinations of factors; high levels
in some areas can often compensate for lower levels in others.
Third, capability is dynamic — it can
increase or diminish due to changing conditions within an initiative
or in its external environment.
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INNOVATOR’S DIARY

effort to increase case closure rates by
linking multiple databases and case
management processes in a district
attorney’s office is less problematic
than an enterprise-level initiative to
create a statewide crime communications network. The first type involves
units of a single organization operating under one executive leader. The
second kind involves many separate
organizations at several levels of
government pursuing related but
somewhat different objectives in
diverse but overlapping programs
with different policies, practices and
data resources. Neither type is easy,
but the second has special demands
for governance, communication,
problem-solving and resource sharing.

And finally, capability is specific
to its setting — some elements of
capability apply to all settings, but
capability for any particular project
must be assessed relative to its own
specific objectives and environment.
Think of these four characteristics
as a checklist for approaching any
innovation or problem-solving effort:
Have you identified and considered
all the relevant dimensions of capability? Have you mapped all the complementarities? Do you have a plan for
responding to changing needs? And
finally, are you confident that you
understand the specific setting well
enough to make these judgments? If
the answer is yes in all cases, our experience says your project is much likelier to succeed than to contribute to the
too-high failure rate of IT innovation.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
Creating and sharing knowledge is
one of the founding principles of CTG.
One way we live up to this principle
is by translating the lessons we learn
from working directly on problemsolving projects with governments
into guidance documents and analytical tools and techniques that can be
used by others with similar needs.
One set of tools focuses particularly
on helping governments build capability for innovation (see the sidebar).
Successful IT innovations and the
transformation they seek to support,
depend at least as much on the policy
environment and how well the organizations and individuals perform as
on the chips, networks and software.
They involve understanding and working with the interdependencies among
policy, management, technology and
data within a specific context. And
they start with a candid assessment
of where they are before deciding
how to get where they need to go.
We learned these lessons by working with some of the most innovative,
dedicated and persistent public managers you’ll ever meet. We look forward
to working with many more. ¨

LESSON 3
Learn to work across boundaries.

Over the past 20 years, essential public
services and programs — such as building infrastructure, improving public
safety and providing human services
— have become the responsibility of
complex inter-organizational networks
of public, private and nonprofit entities.
But using network-based strategies to
meet complex societal needs demands
the ability to work across boundaries — between departments, agencies,
professions, sectors, governments, even
nations. As a consequence, the ability
to work effectively across boundaries has become a core competency for
government professionals worldwide.
In our experience, the need to share
information lies at the heart of these
networks, and it often involves sharing
information for a purpose that was not
its originally intended use. The challenges in these initiatives increase proportionally with the number of boundaries
crossed, the number and types of information sources to be shared, and the
number of technical and organizational
processes to be changed or integrated.
The challenges can differ widely
in scope and detail. For example, an

Practical Resources for
Government Managers
One example of the resources
developed by the CTG is the Government
Information Sharing toolkit, a series
of handbooks and guides designed
for government professionals who are
planning and implementing initiatives
that rely on effective information-sharing.
The toolkit includes the following:
Making Smart IT Choices:
Understanding Value and Risk in
Government IT Investments
IT innovation is risky business in
every organization. In the complex
public-sector environment, these
risks are even greater. This handbook
is designed to help government
managers evaluate IT innovations
before deciding (with greater confidence)
to make a significant investment.
Opening Gateways: A Practical Guide for
Designing Information Access Programs
This guide provides tools for creating
information access programs that are
effective, manageable and affordable.
Sharing Justice Information:
A Capability Assessment Toolkit
The justice enterprise faces many
performance challenges that can be
addressed more successfully through
better information-sharing initiatives. This
toolkit is designed for justice professionals
to use when considering or planning for
a justice information-sharing initiative.
Building State Government Digital
Preservation Partnerships: A Capability
Assessment and Planning Toolkit
This toolkit is designed for library,
archives, records management and IT
professionals to assess where capability
for digital preservation exists and
where it must be developed in order to
achieve the goal of preserving significant
at-risk government information.
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HEADLINE

THE

RESPONDER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

he said. Emanuel catered his youngers, and occasionally performing
est daughter’s bridal shower last year,
CPR. The work is great exercise, gets
cooking barbecued chicken sliders
him out of the house and makes him
and pulled pork au jus for more than
feel good that he’s helping people.
100 guests. “Because I’m an IT project
Emanuel also gets first-hand knowlmanager, I plan things. I had my menu
edge of how technology can improve
planned out — what I could do each
patient care, and he brings that unique
night — and then I had a sequence of
perspective to his CIO career. Over
when I could put things in the oven so
the years, he also has been the CIO of
everything was hot and ready to go.”
the Amtrak national rail system and
He also does home construction
Montgomery County, Md. “It’s been a
good learning experience for
me. Being a CIO who has been
STEVE EMANUEL, CIO, NEW JERSEY
in charge of radio systems and
those types of things, I know
and repair. He once finished the basewhat I could do with broadband and a
ment in his home, all the way down
video camera in an ambulance would
to doing the drywall and plumbing a
be great,” Emanuel said. He recently
new bathroom. He also refurbished
transported and treated a patient who
a townhouse rental property and is
had a serious airway obstruction.
now involved in helping build his
Instead of having to focus on collecting
youngest daughter’s home, where he
the person’s vital statistics and other
is learning how to frame. In addition,
critical data, Emanuel said it would
Emanuel is a “ground pilot,” meanhave been great to have the bandwidth
ing he flies his collection of model
to send that information automatically
airplanes. He keeps his flying skills
and instantaneously to the hospital so
sharp by using a computer simulation.
that he could have focused solely on
Some might call Emanuel a renaistreating the patient’s health problem.
sance man, but he’s not sure the
“I see real value in wireless broaddescription fits. He believes his
band and getting wireless capabiliinterests are focused, not broad.
ties out to these vehicles,” he said.
“The kid in me likes my airplanes, the
Emanuel has an array of interests
person who wants to please others is the
outside of community service. As a
chef in me, the cheap guy in me wants
father of five children, he became a
to do home construction and repair,
weekend chef and has been called the
and the humanitarian in me spends
barbecue king of his neighborhood. “If
time doing EMT stuff,” he said. ¨
the grill has propane, I’m barbecuing,”

F

or many of us, a typical Friday
night out might involve going
to a nice restaurant and seeing
a movie. But after a long work
week, Steve Emanuel kicks off the
weekend in an entirely different way.
He drives an ambulance as a volunteer emergency medical technician.
“As a government employee, pretty
much the only nights you can ensure
being at home is on the weekends,”
the 58-year-old Emanuel said.
In one way or another, he’s been
volunteering as a first responder since
1978, when the local volunteer fire
department showed up at his neighbor’s
house when the basement flooded.
“Next thing I know, there were six or
seven guys running around the fire truck
figuring out what to do. I thought, ‘If my
house is burning down, I want to make
sure the water is going on my house and
the guys aren’t just running around.’”
That spurred Emanuel’s second career as
a volunteer firefighter in Pennsylvania, a
role he served in for 23 years. He shifted
gears in 2006 after getting his certification in emergency medical services.
One might wonder where Emanuel
finds the energy to do a side job in
addition to his work as New Jersey’s
CIO. But Emanuel said he runs on
pure adrenaline during his ambulance
shifts, treating patients who need
lifesaving care, doing heavy lifting
when putting patients onto stretch-
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ENERGY STAR LOW CARBON IT CHAMPION: Target’s Technology Center Engineering Team
SAVES ENERGY BY: Installing variable frequency drives and lowering generator standby
temperatures, Target became the ﬁrst company ever to have two data centers earn the ENERGY STAR
building certiﬁcation.
CARBON REDUCED: Reduced CO2 emissions by 4,500 tons per year — equivalent to taking 800 cars off
the road annually.
CORPORATE GOAL: Having 75 percent of Target buildings ENERGY STAR certiﬁed by 2016.

JOIN TARGET’S TECHNOLOGY CENTER ENGINEERING TEAM AND BECOME
A LOW CARBON IT CHAMPION
Target is cutting costs in one of the fastest growing energy uses in the
country – information technology. To learn more about what you can do, visit
www.energystar.gov/lowcarbonit.
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CIO Central

News, Reviews & Careers

operation, Tulsa IT staff mistakenly thought the website
had been hacked, according
to local media. The website
was intentionally shut down
by the city for two weeks to
investigate the incident. During
that time, 90,000 letters were
sent to people unnecessarily,
telling them their sensitive
data may have been accessed.
Fran Reiter, leader of an
initiative to strengthen the
management of New York
state technology projects and
investments, received the

DAVID McNEESE

Mike Bell

Former Oregon CIO Dugan
Petty was honored for his
service to state government at the 2013 NASCIO
Annual Conference in
October. Petty, who was
Oregon’s top IT official
from 2006 until his retirement last year, is credited
with creating the state’s
enterprise-level informaDugan Petty
tion resource strategy.
Petty, who was
Oregon’s procurement
26. Prior to her appointment,
director before becoming the
FitzGerald had spent a year
state’s CIO, received NASCIO’s
as Gov. Martin O’Malley’s
Meritorious Service Award,
deputy secretary for operawhich recognizes state leadertions. She also served for
ship. Petty now serves as a
five years as CIO of the
senior fellow at the Center for
Maryland Department of
Digital Government, which is
Human Resources.
owned by Public CIO’s
FitzGerald replaces longtime
Maryland CIO Elliot Schlanger,
parent company, e.Republic.
who became the state’s direcMike Bell, chief informator of cybersecurity. The newly
tion officer for the Texas
created cybersecurity post is
Department of
responsible for safeguarding
Criminal Justice,
the state’s cyber infrastrucwas named Texas
ture. Schlanger had been
CIO of the year in
Maryland’s CIO since 2007.
October at Public
T.L. Cox officially became CIO
CIO’s annual Texas
of Tulsa, Okla., on Aug. 1, after
CIO Academy. Bell
filling the role on an interim
was called ”visionbasis since May. Cox replaces
ary” for his work in transTom Golliver, who resigned last
forming the Criminal Justice
year after a botched attempt
Department’s IT division. A
to test the city’s IT security.
20-year veteran of the IT
Last fall, a private security
industry, Bell has been the
firm was tasked with testing
department’s CIO since 2009.
the city’s defenses against
Isabel FitzGerald became
cyber intruders. During the
Maryland state CIO on Aug.

DAVID KIDD

CIO TRANSITIONS

T.L. Cox

2013 Hugh L. Carey Leadership
Award for Outstanding
Public Stewardship at
the annual Government
Technology Conference in
Albany, N.Y., in September.
The award, presented by
e.Republic’s Government
Technology and the state
of New York, recognizes a
New York public servant
who has improved the wellbeing of citizens through
his or her leadership, dedication and guidance.
Reiter was honored for a
series of accomplishments in
New York state and New York
City government. She implemented a statewide IT Project
Portfolio Management process, which will give New
York state a more comprehensive view of its IT investments and the programs
and citizens they serve.
John Tolva, Chicago’s chief
technology officer, stepped
down on Nov. 1 to pursue
positions within the private
sector. The former IBM executive held the role for two
and a half years. Tolva plans
to work as an adviser to the
Pritzker Group, a firm that
focuses on investing in technology. He’ll also serve as an
instructor with Starter School,
a program that teaches tech
skills, and as a consultant for
nonprofit Code for America. ¨
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cybersecurity strategies

By Dan Lohrmann

Finding and Keeping Talent
Seven ways to build an effective team.

ech and security leaders are often
asked: What keeps you up at
night? Typical answers include
“a major breach,” “the bad guys are too
good” and “not enough money.”
As I think back over my years working to protect data and people from
cyberattacks, including stints in the
U.S. Department of Defense and private
sector, I worry most about talent.
Do we have the right people? Are
they doing the right things? Will
they stay? Who will replace them if/
when they leave? How can we build a
better team? What are we missing?

the business case for more resources,
despite a tough fiscal environment.
Sports fans know that success comes
from the players on the team, the manager’s decision-making and the team’s
chemistry. The same is true for operational and strategic security success.
Experienced leadership is needed to
change the culture of organizations.
If you’ve been on a high-performing
team on a winning streak, you know
what I mean. Work becomes fun, and
achieving difficult goals becomes the
norm. Conversely, keeping that team
together or rebuilding it when essential
players leave is the major challenge.
Michigan has lost several outstanding
security professionals in the past few
years. Backfilling those positions with
experienced staff is becoming harder
than ever.

T

Why Are People Most Important?
With the endless list of scary
headlines describing ID theft,
Edward Snowden revelations of
NSA monitoring activities or even
talk of global cyberwar, why place
such a premium on finding, attracting and keeping the right people?
Success requires excellent technology, tested processes that work and
staff members with the right skills.
But if I had to pick one, the right
people will ensure that the
Daniel J. Lohrmann
best technology and processes
became Michigan’s
first chief secuare implemented. The best
rity officer and
technology won’t help if the
deputy director for
cybersecurity and
wrong people are on the team.
infrastructure proA look at the percentage of
tection in October
2011. He served
failed tech projects worldwide
as Michigan’s chief
(that were well funded) demontechnology officer
and chief informastrates the need for more than
tion security officer.
just top tech and business
Lohrmann has
more than 26 years
processes. Talented experts can
of experience in the
even find the money and build
computer industry.

Simple Answers Simply Won’t Do
There are thousands of articles on
how to attract the best staff, create a
top 100 workplace or build a succession plan. But do those ideas work
in government? Pay packages often
don’t attract the best people, and it’s
tough to compete with stock options
and more offered by companies like
Google, Facebook or tech startups.
So what’s to be done (and avoided)
to build effective teams and find/
keep talent? Here are seven ideas:
1. DO — Know your team. Reward the
performers in currency that matters
to them. (Tip: Maybe money is less
important than time off, recognition
or opportunities to speak publicly.)

2. DO — Provide a mix of vendor
and government staff that work
well together. Build trust.
3. DO — Train your people. Bring in
students. Build a security career
path. Mentor rising stars.
4. DON’T — Outsource security or hire
staff augmentation that doesn’t fit
in or work for the medium to long
term. “Experts for hire” who fly
in from across the country probably won’t last if an opportunity
becomes available closer to home.
I try to find local talented people,
if possible, who plan to stay in the
area beyond a quick resume boost.
5. DO — Partner with companies that
can offer long-term stability and be
held accountable for specific deliverables and services. If vendor staff
leave, your partner must cross-train
and find you the right replacement.
6. DON’T — Buy into vendor promises
that a “new black box” will solve
all of your problems. Solutions
require answers in people, process
and technology categories. People
issues are the hardest and most
important element to success.
7. DO — Have fun. Celebrate successes.
Throw a party just because.
A final thought: Football coach
Lou Holtz once said, “Your talent
determines what you can do. Your
motivation determines how much
you’re willing to do. Your attitude
determines how well you do it.”
Leaders must identify all three —
the skills, motivation and right attitude
in our teams. ¨
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IJIS Institute National
Symposium 2014
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Information Sharing and Standards for
Justice, Public Safety and Homeland Security

Join the IJIS Institute and government
technology leaders from federal, state and
local agencies to discuss information sharing
practices, technology and standards that
will help improve justice, public safety and

+VU»[TPZZ[OL[O(UU\HS)HKNL
;LJO)LULÄ[ (^HYKZ+PUULY
January 16, 2014
www.ijis.org/badge&tech

homeland security.
*VUÄYTLKZWLHRLYZ!
Major David Mulholland, Commander,
Technology Services, U.S. Park Police,
National Park Service, DOI
+LUPZL6»+VUULSS, Director, Bureau of Justice
Assistance, DOJ
2ZOLTLUKYH7H\S, Program Manager,
Information Sharing Environment (PM-ISE),
ODNI
+V\N9VIPUZVU, Executive Director, National
(ZZVJPH[PVUVM:[H[L*OPLM0UMVYTH[PVU6MÄJLYZ
(NASCIO)
1LMM>LIZ[LY, Manager, Justice, Public Safety
and Homeland Security, Deltek
To view the program agenda or to
register for the Early Bird Rate, visit
^^^PQPZVYNZ`TWVZP\T.

010:0UZ[P[\[L
44983 Knoll Square
Ashburn, VA 20147
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CIO2

By Andy Blumenthal

Losing Touch with What’s Real
The survival of the fittest in the 21st century requires a mix of old and new skills.

Perhaps this daily cluelessness is one
of the outcomes of our falling scores in
science and math, dropping enrollment
and competitiveness in everything engineering. Or maybe it is an outgrowth
of the “me generation” and getting
used to the good life of advanced tech-

s more and more of us are growing up in inner cities and at a
time when core manufacturing
has in large part migrated abroad and
technology seemingly does everything
for us, it’s easy to lose touch with how
to do everyday things for ourselves.

A

While not everyone needs to be
certified in survival, evasion, escape
and resistance, there’s a movement
and genuine need to know more than
how to turn on the computer and
press the button (while stepping on
the brake) to start your car’s engine.

While not everyone needs to be certified in survival, evasion,
escape and resistance, there’s a movement and genuine
need to know more than how to turn on the computer and
press the button to start your car’s engine.
nologies, robotics, the Internet and a
culture endeared to work-life balance.
Sure, we’ve gotten good at navigating Windows, building apps, chatting
shorthand on email and instant messaging, networking on social media and
searching the Internet for what we
want, and that’s all nice gravy, but it’s
a long way from real-world survival
skills — or anything that would be
useful in darker or apocalyptic times.
In response, some people are
getting skills in the basics from cooking to car mechanics and general home
improvement. And others are seeking
more intensive capabilities in do-ityourself design and manufacturing. To
facilitate this, according to Bloomberg
Businessweek, some have even embarked
on crafting “civilization starter kits”
with open source design and training on the 50 tools and machines for a
“completely self-sufficient community.”

At times, we all feel astutely aware
of our inability to do things for
ourselves — whether that’s cooking
(thank goodness for that microwave),
cleaning (what would I do without my
Dyson?), shopping (time to log on to
Amazon) and soon, even driving a car
(Google driverless cars are already on
the road).
But more than that, getting even
further to the basics of survival, how
many of us can grow our food (enough
to live healthily on), fish/hunt
(and actually catch something
Andy Blumenthal
is a division
good), dig a working well
chief at the U.S.
(for drinking water), build a
Department of
State. A regular
home (more than a shelter),
speaker and
enable plumbing and electripublished author,
Blumenthal blogs
cal, or build and maintain the
at http://totalcio.
machines that make life livable
blogspot.com.
Blumenthal’s views
(no, I’m not talking about your
are his own and do
Xbox, but how about a generanot represent those
of any agency.
tor or catalytic converter)?

Like with most things in life,
balance is the name of the game.
We need to be able “to walk and
chew gum” at the same time — to
learn ever new technology skills and
simultaneously retain tried-and-true,
core survival and self-sufficiency.
There will come a time — whether
from a natural or man-made disaster — when the lights will go out
and those who have integrated past
and present skills will be the true
essence of survival of the fittest. ¨
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A C T U A L L Y,
O F

T H I S

N A T I O N A L

I S

A

M A T T E R

S E C U R I T Y.

Over a million government workers rely
on BlackBerry security every day.
Managing the increasing demands of your mobile workforce does not have to compromise security.
Not when you stick with BlackBerry. New devices and new MDM solutions are built to keep your
team totally secure and productive – without interruption.
Upgrading to BES10 delivers full MDM capabilities to the BlackBerry devices you know and trust,
as well as to devices running iOS and Android. No compromises, no compatibility issues – just more
productivity and better security for all.
Upgrading is simple. Download your FREE trial of BES10 for BlackBerry, iOS and Android
at blackberry.com/govbes10

© 2013 BlackBerry. All rights reserved. BlackBerry®, BBM™ and related trademarks, names and logos are the property of BlackBerry Limited and are registered and/or used in the U.S. and countries around the
world. iOS is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. and/or its afﬁliates in the U.S. and certain other countries. iOS is used under license by Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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